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University community reacts to war
faculty

students
by Lauren Friske}
/'itaff writer
Although many Murray State
students have confidence in the
U.S. government and military, feelings of anxiety and fear are a common thread among all.
"I have friends overseas in the
line of fire, so I am very worried,
but ( am proud of the mission that
they are working for.'' Luke
McCall, graduate student from
Madisonville, said.
Kristy Kross. freshman from St.
Louis. said she is worried about the
safety of loved ones.
"My boyfriend was sent to
Kuwait on Valentine's Day," Kross
said. "We keep in contact by writing letters. but I haven't heard from
him since he flrst got there."
Kross said although there is a
possibility of the United States
being unsafe, she still is n finn supporter of the war.
"J think we are doing the right
thing, and it doesn't bother me to
be put in a little danger if we arc
accomplishing our purpose and
doing the right thing," Kross said.
"Sometimes a little sacrifice is necessary.''
Ashley Forness. freshman from
Belleville, Jll., said she also is concerned for her safety.
"When I am at home. !live right
between two major air-forc.:e buse~.
Scott Air Force Base and Boeing,
so I worry that something could
happen," Forness said .
Stacy Cook. sophomore from
Marion, said the war has made her
more conscious of the United
States' role in the global theater.

''The war heightens my awareness of what goes on in our own
country. but everything we are
doing is justified, and r definitely
suppon our president," Cook c;aid.
For some students, the war in
Iraq represents the first major military event in their adult lives,
"During Desert Storn1 I was in
sixth grade," McCall said. " It was
like G.l. Joe stuff to me."
For those who do remember
Desert Storm, comparisons with
the current war are frequent.
"I am surprised that the war is
not going as fast as it did during
Desert Storm," Justin Lovell,
junior from Greenville, said. ''The
ground war lasted only 100 hours
then, and we are already going into
our second week."
Many students also said they
support the American government
in the conflict.
''I think it is very important to
support not only our troops, but
also our government," Kross said.
"h is so important to stand by our
country, especially in times of need
like this."
Clint Meyer, senior from St.
Genevieve. Mo.. agreed and said
he was appalled by a recent tekcast
to the contrary.
"When I saw the father of one of
the Marines that was killed blame
President George W. Bush, I was
sickened.'' Meyer said.
Matt Dugan, sophomore from
Sikeston, Mo., also said Americans
should support Bush.
"To be against the war because
you do not like Bush is ridiculous,"
Dugan said. ''I didn't like Clinton.
but I respected him. We should

suppon our president."
Dugan said he bclievel> the U.S.
liberation of the Iraqi people is just.
"Even if you are against the war,
you have to support the fact that we
are liberating people and giving
them every human being's Godgiven right 10 freedom," Dugan
said. "It doesn't matter of your
race. religion. gender, ethnic origin
or color; everyone deserves freedom, and that is a reason that every
American should be able to rally
behind."

the notion that war is going to be
won instantly. I think it's going to
take at least a month."
Winfield Rose, professor of political science, said the war was
inevitable and that President George
W. Bush bad to act when he did.
"It's not something that nobody
wants, but when you're dealing with
a situation like that you have to
weigh everything and come to a
conclusion," Rose said. "The
timetable is actually 12 years long.
You finally get to a point where you
have to stop making extensions."
Bill ScheU, history professor, said
he agrees with some action in lra<J
but does not approve of the steps
Bush took prior to the war.
"I don't really have a problem
with removing Saddarn Hussein,"
ScheU said. "What I have a problem
with is the diplomacy leading up to
the war.''
Schell said with better diplomacy
on Bush's behalf, the United States
could be taking action with support
in the Arab world but instead stands
alone.
"What we need to do is learn to
negotiate with other nations," he
said. "We have made enemies of
people who could have been our
friends."
Therese Saint Paul, assistant professor of Fnmch, said Bush's war
stance created a split between the
United S~tes and Europe.
"I wish that the current president
hadn't decided to go in so fast with·
out working with the United
Nations," Saint Paul said.
Rose said he approves of Bush's
actions and that Hussein showed a
lack of desire for peace when he

by Melissa Kilcoyne
staff writer
While Murray State faculty members have varying opinions on the
war in Iraq, most agree it differs
from previous conflicts.
Joseph Fuhrmann, history professor, said this war would be the
fastest war the United States has
seen and that media coverage has
been very different from the coverage of the Vietnam war.
•
"It took a while before people

even realized there was a conflict in
Vietnam," Fuhrmann said. "The
media began projecting the image
that the United States could lose in
Vietnam, and that hasn't been done
here."
Andy Gannon, assistant professor
of history, said he supports the U.S.
action in Iraq and has seen a difference in media coverage. Gannon
said the media was able to go anywhere in Vietnam and change public
opinion, but in this war they are
embedded with the troops.
ll is now more difficult, he said, to
get the big picture from the media,
although he added he does not know
if the coverage is an improvement.
"The media coverage is much different than in past wars," Gannon
said. "One thing that's different is

Mark Dobson. JUntor from
Graves County, said he will stand
by the president regardless of what
happens.
"We elect our president to make
informed decisions for the good of
our nation.'' Dobson said. "Now
that our leader and chief has perceived a threat and war hns befallen ourfand, -people ha vc flocked tO
the stteets in protest of our president and our military action. This is
the man we elected, yet we are
fighting among ourselves about a
war we arc ulready in."
However, not all students support the war. Amy Northington,
graduate student from Murray,
expressed the views of many.

see REACTIONS I J8

expelled United Nations inspectors

in 1998 and later cooperated grudgin~ly.

"(Bush) ha!i staked everything on
this," Rose said. "He's ftnished if
this doesn't succeed, and he knows
that."
Rose said he would like to see the
war come to an end within the next
month and believes that is possible.
"I don't know how long it will
last," he said. "It needs to be done
and over with as quickly as possible."
Schell said now that the war has
begun, he hopes the United States
can minimize damage in Iraq and
choose not to occupy the country
after the war ends.
u At the end of the day, we are
going to have to rebuild that country," Schell said.
Rose said the appropriate level of
proof and risk was present to strike
Iraq.
"You're also faf.oed with the coming of summer in Iraq," Rose said.
"(Bush) had waited just about as
long as he could without waiting
until next winter."
Rose said he believed the United
States would have a presence in Iraq
for many years, but wns unsure how
great of a presence. The United
Nations, he said, would not have a
significant role in its future.
Saint Paul said the first Gulf War
involved correcting an iniquity, but
this war is not justified.
''It looks like the war is taking on
a dimension that nobody can foresee." she said. "It might develop
into more terrorism or create disasters for the local people and the
troops that are sent there."

Anderson announces retirement; se.arch begins
by Chris Jung
sports editor

Weeks of speculation ended
Sunday following the retirement
announcement of Murra~ State
men's basketba II Uead Coach

Tevester Anderson.
Anderson ended his five-year
run with the Racers through a
University news release and did
not hold an official press conference.
"I have infom1cd MSU Presi-

'' I have worked hard to recruit kids
that are good people as well as good
players . ... Murray State will always
occupy a special place in my heart.
Go Racers. ' '
'fevester Anderson
l'ormer Head Coach

dent Dr. F. King Alexander and
my players that I am retiring as
head basketball coach at Murray
State University, effective immediately," Anderson said in the
release. "I have worked hard to
recruit kid:<> that arc good people
as well as good pluyers. I want to
thank former MSU President Or.
Kern Alexander for giving me the
opportunity to be the head coach
at Murray State. And, 1 want to
thank the fans for their support.
Murray State will always occupy
a special place in my heart. Go
Racers."
Athletic Director E.W. Dennison said he wished Anderson
well.
"We arc happy for (Anderson's)
retirement decision," Dennison
said. "He deserves it. and we wish

Turner gets 10-year sentence
by Seth Combs
a:-.siMant n<:ws edito r

Calloway County Circuit Court
Judge Dennis Foust sentenced former Murray Stale student Angelita
Turner to 10 years on March 19,
but Turner's attorney, Tom Glover,
intends to fight lhe ruling.
Last week, Foust agreed with a
January jury and gave Turner the
maximum sentence l(lr Sl!conddegrl!e manslaughter.
On Jan. 28, a jury found Turner
responsible for the death of her
newborn infant. who \\as found
wrapped inside a trash bag underneath u sink in Turner's Hart College room in March 200 I. This was
the second trial held in this cas\!. In

the first trial, which took place in
September 2002. u mistrial was
declared after the jury was hung ut
I I -to- I in favor of acquittal.
"I was very disappointed,"
Glover said. "In light of the fact
that our ca.-.e is so strong. I think it
is unfair she has to sene any additional time."
Although she r~ceivcd the maximum sentence, Turner rnay not
serve much additional time. Since
March 200 I. she has served more
than 700 Jays in the Calloway
County Jail and will be eligible for
parole in April.
Glover said he intends to appeal
the ruling in coming weeks
hecnuse of the questionable credibility of witness Murk LcVaughn,

him the best in whatever he pursues. He's a great guy, and if he
stays in Murray, l want him to be
a very important part of our athletic program. •·
During his five years at Murray
State, Anderson ( 103-52) coached
the Racers to two Ohio Valley
Conference Championships and
two NCAA Tournament berths.
He was named Murray State's
12th head coach on March 27,
I 998; previous coach Mark Gottfried left to coach at the University of Alabama.
This season, Anderson and the
Racers finished 19-13- fourth in
OVC standings. Murray State lost
59-56 to Austin Peay in the OVC
Tournament semifinals.
In his tirst season, Anderson led
the Racers to a 27-6 record, an

OVC Championship and an eventual 12-58 Joss to Ohio State in
the first round of the NCAA Tournament. Since that time, however,
the once-dominant program has
shown signs of decline, raising
concerns from members of the
community. Dennison said.
"The men's basketball team in
the last three years has been headed in the wrong direction," Dennison said. ·•so now we want to get
the best-qualified candidate possible."
Following Anderson's announcement, there had been an
outpouring of calls regarding the
vacant pos~tion, Dennison said.
"We've received a tremendous
amount of interest," he said. "I've
been amazed at the involunlary
response that has come in. Asso-

ciate coaches and No. I assistant
coaches at top programs have
called expressing interest. I think
that's a testament to our commu-'
nity and to our program."
Anderson's decision arrives on
the heels of former women's basketbaiJ Head Coach Eddie Fields'
departure. Joi Williams, Fields'
replacement, was announced 13
days following Fields' resignation. Dennison said the current
coach search may take longer.
"We hope 10 have a decision
made in three to four weeks,"
Dennison said. "We want this to
be a fast process, but we also want
to be sure that we go slow enough
so that we pick the right person."
Within days of Anderson's

see COACH I 18

Motorcycle-accident injuries claim
student's life during Spring Break

the forn1er state rned1cal examiner
who performed the autopsy on
Turner' s infant. LcVaughn. the key
witness for the prosecution in both
trials. was fired from his position
last fall after an investigation hy
the Kentucky State Police, but no
charges were filed against him.
"You have a doc.:tor testifying for
the police at the same time he was
being criminally investigated (by
thern)," GhJ\ er said.
Although no reason has been
given for either l.eVaughn's firing
or the investigation, Glover said he
wilJ seek to have LeVaughn
impeached.
"This is the strongest appeal I've

b y Vanessa Childers
!>1.3tf writer

Lucas Ward, sophomore from Owensboro, died March 16 from injuries sustained
in a motorcycle accident.
Ward, a 1999 graduate of Apollo High
School in Owensboro. was a resident of
Elizabeth College.
"Lucas was my best friend," Brian Mountain. sophomore from Olean, N.Y.. said.
"(He) was always trying to make people feel
better about themselves. ... He wa\ always
there when I needed someone to talk to."
Several students had strong friendships
with Ward.
"Lucas and 1 had been friends since I was

sec nJRNER I 18

five years old," Evan Hart, senior from
Owensboro, said. "(Ward) was one of the
first people I met after moving to Owensboro. ... He was one of those guys who
would do anything for you."
Ward's roommate, Jared Rose, sophomore from Salem, Ill., said Ward was not
only popular and friendly, but very smart
and a good student.
"He was a nice guy," Rose said. "Lucas,
Brian (Mountain) and I were pretty tight."
Hart also said Ward liked to live his life to
the fullest.
"I just wish I could thank him," Hart said.
" I wouldn't have half the friends I do if I
hadn't met him .... Lucas is gone, but he is
not forgotten."

Lucas Ward

J
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Sporlalaa'a ...., Pullen
Assoct.tlon to host Tater Day
The Sportsman's Pony Pullers Association will host a special Tater Day Pull on
Saturday at the West .Kentucky Expo
Center.
Weigh-in tiDte will be from 7 to 11 a .m.
The event will begin at noon and end at
10 p.m. There is a $21 entry fee.
For more information, phone Paul
Hester at (270) ~2415.

to..,..

· Educational Tallat Search
Jtr ...tcuop In Aid
Educational Talent Search will offer a
free adult ACf workshop on April 7, 8
and 10. Participants should plan to
attend aU three sessions.
Workshop sessions last three hours
· each evening from 6 to 9 p.m. Partid. pants should be enrolled in Educational
• Talent Search prior to the first workshop
meeting.
For more infOrmation, phone Vince
Medlock at 762-3168.
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ScUhaalhnllll.n Callllnace
honors .................
Mark Malinauskas, director of the
Murray State Honors Program, recently
received the Suzanne Davis Award from
the SoJJtheastem Theatre Conference
(SETC).
The award honors an SETC member
who has provided extraordinary service
to the organization.

Wlllllow Dlnlnl Mall te 11011
International . , . In April
The International Buffet will be held
from 1 to 3 p.m. April6 in Winslow Dining Hall.
Ticket prices today are $10 for adults,
$7 for~~ fotdWct.lln. .
12 and .senior.s over 60 are $5. Olll_..
un~er 5 get in free. After today, ticket
prices will be $15 for adults, $7 for stu-
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No smoke or
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waldl • Joeh Turner, IOphomole froal MelropOHa, pmdime paiiiDa aalllcle Ids col-

Murray State will host its 15th Celebrate Women luncheon at 11:15 a.m. in
the Curris Center ballroom.
State-government official Crit Luallen
will speak at the luncheon.
Cost is $12 per person and $8 for students.
For more infonnation, phone 762-3140.
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dents and seniors and $5 for children
underS.
For tickets or more information, phone
762-4152.
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course and receive a grade of "W" is

today.
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~kers of a Deeper Sodlty, a dance
troop, will perform in the Performing
Arts Hall of the Doyle Fine Arts Center at
7 p.m. Saturday and 2 p.m. Sunday.

Admileionis$2.
For more information, phone lCal8ia
Slaughter at 162-4251.

The deadline for changing from a cred·
it to If\ audit also is today. ·
After today, the only option for dropping courses is to withdraw &om e.ch.ooL

AlpiNIG-w. ....

toiP•••••••Iialltll
Alpha

the Doyle Fine Arts Center to
retrieve keys from hef office.
7:15p.m. A Racer Patrol unit adviled
juvenilee an bikes to stay off aanpu..
7:13p.m. A Rac:er Patrol unit edYIIed
that 11ft exterior door at
Hall
wouJd not aecme.

.....,,.......

w.u.

Hart CoDegea.
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home.
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wtiide in the stewart Stadium
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Wll ftDt opeiL
-.ed.
l2:M p.m. A cal1er reqUIItlld. the •
1117 pt11L A . . . NpOrted three
candltkn!r be turned olf tn . . clinL'Ie ........ ~ luJtara U\Ct
studio.
..... OJU\iWe Doyle Pine Arts
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nament from 10 a.m. until

29 in the Beshear Gym.
The tournament is for , men and

~~Ana~•i~,~·~--~
an ambulance for a student haYing a

wo men, with a maximum of four players
per team. The entrance fee is S25 per
team before March 22 and $30 after
March 22.

seizure.
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All proceeds go to the Alpha Gall~
Delta Foundation for diabetes research.
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Reporter discusses. diversity .issues
by Loree Stark

writer that was an anthropologist."
In many ways, feature writing satisfied
that desire for Tewogbola. However,
Kicking off the second-annual Multi- after leaving Syracuse to work for "The
cultural, Class and Gender Studies con- Tennessean," Tewogbola said she evenference. Tasneein Tewogbola. feature tually found herself restless with journalwriter for "The Nashville Tennessean," ism.
Tewogbola took a year off to teach
spoke dt a forum focused on diversity in
high-school Span~sh at what she called a
the media.
The forum, held Wednesday night at "diverse" school in Nashville. She said it
Preed Curd Auditorium, was titled was refreshing not to feel the "weight" of
"Media Coverage of Diverse Groups: . being the black reporter in the new envi·
ronment.
How are We Doing?"
''When I was teaching. nobody asked
Tewogbola began her journalism
career as a high-school ~enior in Syra- me questions based on what I look like,"
cuse, N.Y., when she was selected as a she said.
When Tewogbola returned to "The
Diversity Scholar for the local newspaper. The scholarship awarded her full Tennessean." she made it a goal to cover
tuition at Syracuse University and a diverse groups in a way that would link
reporting job throughout her collegiate , the people of Nashville to other places.
"I had to be comfortable being an educareer.
Tewogbola said many issues covered in cator for my editors," Tewogbola said.
In terms of media coverage on a
newspapers, such as crime stories. obituaries and announcements, did not appeal national level. Tewogbola said she would
to her. Instead, she aimed to "become a give the media, on average. a grade of
editor m chief

"C."
As for diversity, Tewogbola said the
problem in media does not lie solely on
race and ethnicity. She said other groups.
including those with mental and physical
disabilities, as well as young people, are
often not interviewed for stories unless
the article pertains to an event for that
group.
"How often do we cover young people
for stories other than youth?" she asked.
Tewogbola said journalism is an industry where it is particularly important to
have a cross-section of people in order to
reflect different thoughts, opinions and
cultures.
Cassidy Norvell, freshman from Henderson, said one of the most interesting
parts of Tewogbola's speech was her
statement that diversity will ultimately be
achieved when the media does not have
to be recognized as being diverse.
"It seems everything is focused on
white culture," Norvell said. "Any
improvement is good."

Jenny Hahn/The News

Tasneem Tewogbola, feature writer at "The Tennessean" in Nashville, Tenn.,
spoke to students Wednesday about di\usity in the media.

•

Regents College floor to change genders
by Adam L Mathis
"'ire etlitor
If a mnn's home is his castle,
men on the sixth floor of Regents
College will soon be dethroned.
Housing officials recently decided
to make the all-male floor an allfemale floor.
David Wilson, Housing interim
director, said officials made the
decision because of an increasing
number o f female applicants for
on-campus housing.

"We usually have more women
coming than we have space," Wilson said. "Now, once we have noshows. we can place everybody."
Wilson said Regents College
was chosen because the number of
students on each floor closely
matcbed the number of spaces
they needed.
"We were trying to keep from
having too lopsided a number of
men to women," Wilson said.
"There have been some complaints that they wished that this

hadn't happened and why did it
have to be (Regents sixth-floor
residents)."
Sixth-floor resident Brad Tate,
freshman from Murray, said the
decision made him angry.
"I thought they were joking
around," Tate said.
Decorated with posters, beads
and the usual college-student
paraphernelia, Tate's room has
been his home since he came to
Murrny State, and he said he has
grown comfortable living there.

THE KE&
HOURS:

Tue•.-Sat.
11 a.m. - 1i! a.m.

76~·0040

The MBA

"When they (students) get on
the same floor. they want to stay
there because they know everybody.'' Tate said.
Because the students are being
displaced, Wilson said they were
given an opportunity to sign up for
rooms in Regents College.
"We
(Housing
officials)
promised them we would keep
them in Regents if that's where
they wanted to stay," Wilson said.
Not every student was angry
with the decision. Sean McElwain,

a ... toc.-.aaat
804 Coldwater Road

NIEON III~A.C:H

719-2~

Tunn ing & Storoge Aenlul

c.,.
*

freshman from Trigg County, said reflects a national trend.
''Our enrollment as a University
he understood why housing offiis very tilted;' Robertson said.
cials would change the floor.
"I figured they had a good rea- . "We are 60-percent female (and)
son to do it," McElwain snid.
40-percent men."
Wilson said 58 percent of curHe also said a floor had to be
rent residential-college residents converted because University offiare female: 42 percent ure male. cials are unwilling to begin using
As of early March. 684 women coeducational floors, although
and 355 men had applied for such n solution may be considered
rooms for the fall semester.
in the future.
Don Robertson, vice president
Said RobertSon: "Those are
of Student Affairs, said the large questions that you don't rush
number of female applications into."

10% discount off tannlnar PackUa. swlmwear
and lottons wlfh MSU 1.0.

1111
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College of Business and Public Affairs * Accredited since 1976 by AACSB-International

:Extending your career horizons to new and exciting levels

The Arthur J. Bauernfeind Graduate Program In Business at Murray State University has a long and rigorous tradition of excellence In management education. and a recognized capacity for meetln~ the
educational needs and challenges of MBA students In the 21st Centwy. In addition to the main campus In Murray, the MBA can be completed at campuses In Paducah. Hopkinsville, and In Henderson.
Our lon~standlng MCSB accreditation attests to the prestige and quality of the Murray State MBA Program. However, tt Is our facully, our students, our flc:o.xible curriculum. and the V"".lrtety of studentcentered Instructional methods-such as the case approach, simulations and web-based instruction-that provide us with competitive advantages over other MBA programs. Every year we also attract new
MBA students from over 15 foreign countries. making for a diverse and lively student body.

BA

'

In Spring 2003, there are some 190 MBA students enroHed in our four campuses: Munay, Paducah, Hopfdnsvllle, Hendermn.
The Murray MBA Is one of the most prestigious in the country, and in the world. Evidence of our long tradition of excellence can be gleaned from various sources including, but not limited to, the foUowing:
AACSB-accreditation: AACSB-Intematlonal (The Association to Advance Collegiate Scho6IS of Business) Is tt}e premier Management Education accrediting agency in the world. Our MBA has been AACSB accredited since
1981, making It one of the longest accredited programs in the country. AACSB aocredl1ation Is an lmpotfant measure of the prestige of any business program (our undergraduate programs In business have been
AACSB-accredlted since 19761).
As of January 2003, the Murray MBA is one of only 432 business programs worldwide that are MCSB accredited. Of these, 406 are In North America (396 In the U.S., 8 In Canada, and 2 in Mexico). 15 are In Europe, 4
in Asia, 2 In the Middle East, one in Central America, three In South Amerk::a, and one In Australia. Only 366 programs, Including ours, are accredited at both the undergraduate and graduate levels (see AACSB
International at: http:llwww.aacsb,e~ytmembemfaacsb.asg). There are over 2,000 in~s In the United States, alone, offering d~ree programs In Business.
We help make and shape decisions at AACSB~Intemetlona/ HQs lrl St. L:.ouls: The Dean of our College of Business and Public Affairs, Professor Dannie E. Harrison, In 2001 became a member of the Business Acc::r$ditatlon
Committee (BAC) of AACSB-Intematlonal. The BAC Is made up of 22 Deans of MCSB-accredlted Business Schools worldwide, and is the final authority on bOth Initial accreditation and reaffirmatiOn of accreditation.
They decide which school gets accredited or re-accredited. A sample of the other bUsiness Deana are those at University of Arizona, Concordia University (Canada), Penn State, Purdue University, Georgetown
University, The Chinese University of Hong Kong (Hong Kong), University of ButfaiO (State University of New Yoi1<), and DeP$UI University.
Murray MBA students are among the very best In the world: for InStance, In 2001, 1hree of our MBA students place(t 61h among 400 teams worldwide who partlcl~ted In the lntematlonall Oreal E-Strat Martteting Challenge.
Stephen Denk, Bemd Kiessling and Manhlas Huettner, whose team was called the ERaceta, pJac8d 2"0 In the U.S (behlnd New York University) and sth worldwide In a competition organized by the transnational
L Oreal of France, and involved the very best Business Schools In the world: among them H8fYard, Wharton, Northwestern, Stanford. Oxford, London Business Sctlool, and Cambridge. The ERacers team was
directed by Mari<eting Professor W. Glynn Mangold of the Department of Management, Marketing, and Business Administration.
What people do w;th their MBA degrees: The MBA Is the most versatile of al gniduate degrees, in tenns of th6 range of career options it affords ~u. You can use the MBA in virtually any field, because It gives you the
kind of multidimensional. multifaceted, multi-industry and multifunctiOnal dimension that no other graduate degree does. And, of course, If you wish to pursue a teaching career In Accounting, Finance, Management,
Mar1<eting and other business areas, our MBA students have gonet to some of the best doctoral/Ph.D. programs In the world inctudlng, but not limited to: Columbia University, Purdue University, and University
Edinburgh (Scotland).
.

Contacllnlormatlon
Please contact me for any and au matters pertaining to the MBA I can be reached In any of three ways: E·maii (I will get back to you within 24 hours, guaranteed), telephone, or come to my office. Give the MBA some serious thought. It may just open
opportunities for you that you never imagined existed. Let me know if I can be of any further help. We do so look forward to having you as one of our graduate students at Murray State University. Gerry Nkombo Muuka, Ph.D., Associate Professor of
Management, Assistant Dean and Director: MBA and TSft! Graduate Programs, College of Business and Public Affairs; 109 Business Building. Office Phone: (270) 762 4190 Office Fax: (270) 762 3482. E·mall: gerry.muuka@murraystate.edu
Murray Stare University does not dlswmlnale on the basis of race. color, national origin. sex, disability. age. religion, or marital status in admission to educational programs and lctlv1ties.
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Students not using facilities
Our View
ISSUE:

If you could send a tnessage to the troops, what
would it be?

POSITION:

"I want to telJ
them, 'Keep it up
and hurry
home.'"

We urge stu_dents to take
advantage of
the opportunity
to receive free,
competent
health-care scrvices right 'here
on campus.

Chad Mltchdl
Sop/lomQrl. Erin.Tenn.

"Just come back
safe and with a
victory."

A low percentage of the- student body has
bee.n using the
HcaJ[n Services
facility.

,.-.~

r .

~~·

DDGrecn
junior. MobiJe. Ala.

. J~
"Stay strong. We
are all behind
you."

It seems Murray State . students are
either impeccably healthy or incredibly
lazy.
Why else would students not take
advantage of the many free services provided by the staff of Health Services?
Health Services employees say they
treat approximately 17 or 18 percent of
the student population.
In an environment where peo{>le li ve
and intemct in very close proximlly on a
daily basis, one would think any virus or
contagious disease would pass easily
from one person to the next.
It would only seem natural that as soon
as one student gets the flu, others would
soon become infected. However, the
number of students who visit Health Services seems to belie that fact.
Why aren't more students taking
advantage of the free services provided
by the University?
Perhaps some don't realize the services
are free of cost and that Health Services
provides a p rofessional health-care environment. Perhaps some cannot be bothered to make the trip to the office.
We urge students to recognize the benefits of having free, competent healthcare service right here on campus.
The qualified nurses and doctor can
diagnose and treat most common ailments, anything from minor cuts to common colds, nosebleeds to nausea.
Students may not realize that making
the effort to visit Health Services can
save time and money. Why pay exhorbitant hospital bills when a condition may
be treatable for free right here on campus? And even if it is not treatable here,
the nurses and doctor have the proper
knowledge and information to re fer students to doctors and specialists to suit
particular medical needs.
Sometimes students may not be physically ill at all. They may just want a
checkup or ask certain questions only a
certified health-care professional can
answer. Do
have questions about
dieting, bloo pressure, contraceptives or

jou

]conifer Ward

I TUINK 'jOU

NEED MEDlCAL

ATTENTION.

migraines? What could be more convenient than visiting the caring nurses right
here on campus? They wiJJ probably be
able to answer most of your questions, or
at least refer you to someone who can.
Health Services also offers free homemade stress balls, adhesive bandages and
condoms to students. Also, the office has
various literature on a variety of health
topics ranging from alcohol abuse to
stress management.

We encourage students to at least visit
Health Services to inquire about the services offered.

The staff editorial is the majority opinion
of the editorial board of "The Murray
Stare News." The edirorial board is composed of all section editors.

sophomore, Atfanra, Ga.

Troops
"Thanks for
having the
strength to fight
for us. We're
praying for you."

In My
Opinion

Brian Steward
frMhman. Murray

Jenny Hahn/The New5
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"The Murray State News• offers a hands·
on learning environment lor those ·students
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Andy
Clinger

" Furthermore,
Saddam Hussein's regime
has made
every effort to
hide the existence of these
weapons from
the rest of the
world. Does
anyone out
there wonder
why?"

defe~ding

This commentary is d irected to
those people 'Who participated in
the recent anti-war rallies.
You sit here safely away from
danger and criticize our government while our men and women
are in harm's way. You protest
the war as though all your "no
blood for oil" slogans are going
to get our people back from Iraq
any sooner.
You purposefully attempt to
destroy the morale of the American population through your
..candlelight'' vigils and prayers
for peace. Perhaps you should
have prayed all along for the
countless Iraqi citizens who have
lived for decades under an
oppressive leader who even went
as far as to test chemical and biological weapon:; on his own people.
These people who our troops
are risking their lives to free are
the same people who danced in
joy and burned American flags
as airliners smashed into the
World Trade Center and Pentagon. In that sense, maybe you
should feel even more compelled
to support these people's p light.
It would seem as though you
share a common bond - you are
both anti-American. No one likes
war. It is ugly, hateful and represents a loss of Jives, but come
on! Do any of you out there

American ingrates

protesting kno w any of the fa<:ts?
•Fact: Saddam Hussein has
allowed terrorist training camps
to exist within his borders for
decades. These terrorists want
only to shed American blood,
and that includes you.
*Fact: On Iraqi television
recently. dead American soldiers
were displayed with as much
respect as one might display a
piece of meat in the grocer's deli.
Not only is that morally wrong,
but it also is a violation of international law.
"'Fact: Where were you on
Sept. l I 'l If you were a member
of the Iraqi consulate in Washington, D.C., or New York, you
weren't at work. Everyone was
absent from work that day,
although there was no scheduled
holiday. This fact was widely
reported following Sept. 11 by
such reputable sources as "The
New York Times" and "The
Washington Post."
*Fact: For all you C linton
lovers, one of the masterminds of
the Sept. 11 attack was a man
named Mohammed Atta. During
Clinton's term of office, the
president assisted in a deal with
Palestinian officials to secure the
release of numerous political
prisoners, one of whom was the
late Mohammed Atta, believed to
have been at rhe controls when

the first aircraft was flown into
tower one.
"'Fact: Saddam Hussein and his
Baath party have long been supporters of the now-defunct Taliban movement, as well as the
terrorist organization al Qaeda.
*Fact: Iraq has been banned by
international treaty from manufacturing or storing weapons of
mass destruction and has violated every order given it by the
United Nations. Furthermore.
Saddam Hussein's regime has
made every effort to hide the
existence of these weapons from
the rest of the world. Does anyone out there wonder why'l
Come on now, think really hard
for just a second. Maybe it'.s
because they had planned to use
them? I mean. how stupid do you
have to be to not see that?
Here's what I propose for all
those who are really against the
war: Go to a Web site such as
cheaptickets.com or expedia.com
and book yourselves airline tickets to Kuwait. From there, board
a bus, car, camel. or whatever
other form of transportation you
can find and head straight for the
front lines. There you will find a
bunch of tired, hungry. dirty nnd
angry people who call themselves soldiers. If you want to
protest, this is the place to do it.
Chain yourself to a tank and real-

ly make a statement I If that's not
enough for you. perhaps you
could attack our troops who are
over there doing their best to
harm as few civilians as possible
and end the n.•ign of a mass-mur~
dering madman who has killed
more Muslims than anyone since
the crusades. 'If you decide to
attack our troops, that will make
you a traitor, which cnmes with
it a pretty permanent punishment. But then again, those of
you who sit here and defile our
government's intentions :md
badmouth our )>Oidicrs are traitors in my mind ;mywny.
There's nothing at all wrong
with peace, hut many vf you out
there prote~t just for the :;ake of
it, whether or not you'll ever
admit it. You missed the '60s and
want to be n hippy -fane. Your
right~ in this regard are protected; your rights :nc protected by '
those same dirty, tired, hungry
and angry men and women you
.are against. Isn't it ironic'!

Andy Clinger is CJ seniur organizational cmii/1/UIIICOtion.v major
from Huntsburg , Ohio.

•your opiniC)11
Protesters must have infonnation
before rallying against a cause
To the Editor:
Activism is a good thing. It shows concern and dedication. However, atier reading ''Students assemble for National
Protest Day." I am inclined to say it is
sometimes merely a way to get out of class
and draw attention to oneself.
It is sad to think that college students
don't have a better defense for their antiwar stance than, "I would rather have a
president who likes blow jobs ruther than
bombs."
That was only one of the many puerilt:
statements made during the protest. Some
protesters called for the impeachment ot
the president and referred to his call for
war us undemocratic.
Though the students were reported
chanting "No blood for oil," nowhere in
the article was a quote mentioning the
impending war being about oil. Whether

one believes this is true or not, at least it is found myself reading only one pro-war
a comment that can be debated and dis- article in the last issue - which happened
cussed and that holds some validity.
to be located back on page seven.
These "protesters" need to think about
Now if you choose to call your weekly
the real issue: they should take a govern- publication a nl!wspaper, shouldn't you at
ment class and try it aguin when they are least report some unbiased news? I mean, I
re~tdy to make some intelligent comments. • know there are no pro· war rallies going on,
but couldn't you somehow put an article in
Melinda Martin
the paper about reasons why war might be
junior
needed?
Paducah
One reason is we found rockets capable
of delivering chemical and biological
agent-;. I me:m, if we find the rockets,
shouldn't it be easy to infer that ~a mewhere there might be chemical or biologi·
news, not only anti-war articles
cal agents to go with it'?
Next, if not nttacking Iraq to clear the
country of the missiles it could have,
To the Editor;
shouldn't we attack it to liberate the peoIn reference to WinfieiJ Rose's com- ple? I mean, you have women pictured on
mentary in the March 13 edition of "The the front page protesting the war. Well
Murray State News." Dr. Rose was correct guess what - in Iraq women don't even
in stating that the paper has been some- have that right, or almost any right-; for
that matter.
what biased as of lute.
Finally, why don't we look at Saddam
For the past couple bsues, the paper has
been llooded with anti-wur articles, yet I Hussein's past'? This is a man who ha~

Paper should report unbiased

tried to develop weapons of mass de~truc
tion. tried to invade other countries and
committed genocide. Now, maybe I'm
wrong, butl thought tho~c kinds ot thing~
were bad. ( thought WC tried IO punish peOple who did stuff such as that,
I'm just upset knowing the protesters
pictured in the last p~tper want to tight terrorism but don't want to fight a man who
terrorizes his own people.
As for ··Let the U.N. do theu job.'' we
tried; now we have to do it for them.
Steve Coe
Freshman
Murray

Write to us
L!_'he Murray State News·• welcomes com~~~ntaries and letters to the

editOr. Letters

should be 300 words or fewer and must be
isned. Contributors should include
ddresses and phone numbers for verification. Ple.ase include hometown, classlfica.on, title or relationship to the Uni\ ersny.
'The Murray State News" reserves the
right to edit for style len~md content,
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Columnist classifies
moniker strategi~s
On
the
John

"A prime
example of a
cartoon that
utilizes this
strategy is
'He-Man.'
With 'HeMan,' the
lines between
good and evil
can easily be
distinguished
by a simple
suffix."

How many of you have found yourselves in
a similar situation: You are browsing through
the aisles of Wai-Mart. looking for great deals
on Totino's Party Pizzas and trying desperately to avoid flying smiley faces of death. Suddenly someone comes up to you and says,
"Hey, John Gibson. how's it going?" You stare
blankly, knowing you have seen his or her
face, but for whatever reason, you are at a loss
when it comes to a name. In a fit of panic, you
simply say, "Heeyyyy ... not bad. And how
'bout you?" Depending on the state of panic,
this could also be accompanied by a severe
pants-wetting and perhaps a girlish shriek.
OK, so perhaps this is not the exact situation
you have faced, as you probably are not called
John Gibson by everyone else. If you arc, well,
1 apologize. Being called by my name is a cruel
fate l would not wish upon anyone.
So. back to the situation . This is really a serious problem because if you are anything like
me, you do not feel like admitting you do not
know the person ' s name. ll could be because of
the fact that you never got uround to learning
the other person's name because it has been 12
years since you last saw the individual, and he
just happens to have a good memory (as
opposed to yours. which is equivalent to that of
a fruit fly). Or it could be just a temporary
lapse in memory (as scientists like to call it. a
brain fart) .
Whatever the reason, most people will not
ask for the other person's name, simply
because they do not want to possibly hurt
someone's feelings.
Folks, it is in situations like this where I feel
that the cartoon universe is far superior to our
own. Sure. we may have an extra dimension in
our world, but the cartoon universe has us beat
when it comes to stressing the importance of
name memurization.
You see, in the cartoon world, in particular
'80s and '90s cartoons, everyone knows each
other's names. Why is this? Is it that everyone
has one of six common names, and so memorization is no big deal'? Is it because everyone
walks around with name tags?
No. there are actually just a few simple
strategies that cartoons use when dealing with
names. They are as follows:
Simplicity: A prime e xa mple of a cartoon
that utilizes this strategy is " He-Man." With
"He-Man," the lines between good and evil can
easily be distinguished by having simple suflix, "-man," applied to the name. Generally, if
you had " -man" added to your name. there was
a very good chance you were on the good side.
True. there were bad characters that had names
that ended in "-man," but these were just small
exceptions.

This tics into name memorization because if
you knew someone was a hero, then there was
a very good chance that his name was going to
end in "man." And by knowing this. you
already had at least 50 percent of the name
memorized.
Repetition: Simplicity, however, is but one
tactic employed by cartoons. Another common
one is repetition. This I have noticed more in
recent cartoons than in older ones , and it is an
effective tool.
Basically. a character's name is just repeated
several times in the course of a brief conversation, thus drilling it into the heads of not only
the characters in the cartoon, but also the small
children (und 23-year-old college students)
who ure watching. I noticed this most recently
when watching "Transformers: Armada" (I
hide my face in shame even as I type that). in
which one character's name was mentioned
about 10 times in a two-minute conversation.
Kick-Ass Names: When was the last time
you saw u Transformer called ''Dump Truck"?
Or a G. I. Joe whose name was "Private Jones"?
No. generalJy what you find are really awesome names and code names for these characters. Things like Devastator. Optirnus Prime or
Snake-Eyes; how easy would it be to remember
an evil world-leader's name if he was called
Megatron or Cobra Commander'! Well, not too
bard at all I guess, especially since he would
probably be either a 30-foot-tall transforming
robot or u 6-foot-tall man with a hood and a
raspy scream.
lt is these names that stick in ou•· minds. and
why some of us can still name these characters
after 15 years, yet forget things when it comes
to our own majors, is beyond yours truly. The
usc of creative namco:; ulso may be used in conjunction with repetition, as was often the case
in "G.l. Joe" and ''Transformers."
So why exactly have I chosen to share this
with everyone'! Is it because I think I have hit
upon some great new idea'? Eh, not so much for
that reason as to simply justify why I and muny
others have a tendency to trip up when it comes
to names. even when it comes to peop1e we
have known for half our lives.
If you say hi to me. don't be nlanned if I call
you Storm Shadow, Starscrearn or, if you are
fe male, the Baroness. In fact, I think I speak
for e very boy of the ' 80s when I say you
should take the latter us a compliment.

Jolm Gibson is a colunmisr for "The Murray
State News. "
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Insincere activism
shallow; passion
required to protest
In light of all the talk of anti-war, pro-li~ration sentiments
ricocheting all over the country and the globe. I'd like to
address three issues. These may not be directly related to each
other. but they are under the umbrella of wartime issues.
Anti-war protesters do not necessarily harbor anti-American feelings. In most cases. anti-war protesters are the most
patriotic citizens. Personally. I disagree with some of the reasons for going to war, but I support our troops wholeheartedly.l'm in the percentage of the population who had hoped war
could be averted, but since it did come about, the only thing
to do is support the brave men and women fighting on our
behalf. We have to remember military personnel did not necessarily choose to go to fight. They are doing their jobs just
like we all are. They do not decide whether or not to go to war.
They simply answer the call to duty.
Secondly, there ure a handful of reasons the government
use:. to justify going to war. Some are understandable, and
some are not, but one in particular stands out: the intention to
"liberate the Iraqi people."
If the allegations against Saddam Hussein are true and the
Iraqi people are indeed living under stifling oppression and a
tyrannical dictatorship, then something must be done. However, it is a completely different story if our plans to ''liberate"
are merely plans to make their culture more like our own. We
must be open-minded here and realize that even though we
think our "free" culture is wonderful and could not imagine
another w'ay of life. there are people in the world who would
not appreciate such a culture. There are people who enjoy
their traditions and social systems. Who are we to decide
whether or not people need to be liberated? As 1 c;aid before,
if people are being physically or emotionally harmed or
deprived of bao:;ic human rights, then action must be taken on
their behalf. But. we must examine our motives and ask ourselves: Are we doing this just to make their lifestyle more like
our:.? Their culture is different, but that is not necessarily a
bad thing.
Thirdly, I qustion some people's motives for protesting the
war. Protesting is commendable if protesters are passionate
about a certain issue or feel that by actively demonstrating
they can bring about change or awareness. I support people
who feel strongly enough about a cause to actively support it.
However, there are those people who protest simply because
others are doing it, because protesting defies some form of
authority or because it seems like the "cool" thing to do.
I think people who protest for these reasons are ignorant
and shallow. If you don't feel strongly about a cause, or even
if you have neutral feelings about it, then don't go out in front
of city hall with a picket sign somebody else made for you and
yell catchy protest slogans. You'd do the real supporters a service by just staying at home.
The real protesters are the ones who are cbmmitted to a
cause. believe in it (whatever it may be), learn as much as rhey
can about the cause and then support it. Understanding an
issue is the most important step before one can actually sit-in,
picket or parade for or against a cause.

In My
Opinion

Severo
Avila

" Who are we
to decide
whether or
not people
need to be
liberated? Are
we doing this
just to make
their lifestyle
more like
ours? Their
culture is different, but
that is not
necessarily a
bad thing."

I
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Sew!ro Avila is opinion editor for "The Murray State News.··

Media watchdogs become government lapdogs·
In My
Opinion

The dmrnatic sizzle has moderated since
last week.
As the U.S.' war with Iraq wears on, news
media coverage has lost some of the
pyrotechnic flair that marked the early days .
You remember: one part fourth of July tireworks display, one part football cheerleaoing, one part compulsive video-gaming.
A real cauldron of hype. A friend of mine
referred to the TV network spectacle as "an

infomercial for war."
_
Many of us have been wrapped up in the
techno-war. Although perhaps disappointed
by the herky-jerky movements of the "Live
Via Videophone" (which streams video over
telephone lines designed for voice), and
although awed if not shocked by coverage,
we have remained fixated by the blazing
impact of war.
After all, surgical strikes, "sorties" and
bunker-buster missiles demand auention.

But check out the American Fourth Estate.
Government is controlling, journalists. and
no one seems to mind.
With the ambition of conjuring high ratings and circulation - yes. newspapers and
magazine:. also are peddling war bonds media have sold out to the State Depanment.
Like so many pigeons nibbling from a military hand that feeds them. American journalists peck nugget after news nugget in order to
fill time and space and to coo the Pentagon
line as reality.

john
Dillon

"With the
ambition of
conjuring high
ratings and
circulation yes, newspapers and
magazines
also are
peddling war
bonds - media
have sold out
to the State
Department."

.

j

That, we are prone to believe, is patriotic
behavior.
But I don't appreciate that CNN's formerly aggressive Wolf Blitzer has become
Bambi Blitzer, that CBS's Dan Rather has ,
become "Dan the Obsequious" and that
today's news reporters have become intimate
with company commanders by "being
embedded" with them. (At least these journalists are wearing protection.)
No, the answer to writing effective history
lies not in tainted embeds. It has nothing to
do with government boosterism or fawning
over four-star generals. It is not pandering.
And effective history-writing is way beyond
censoring oneself in the hope of gaining gratuities from viewers and readers.
It lies in reportorial independence.
Have you noticed that certain members of
the international news media have been less
than cordial at White House and Pentagon
briefings? In contrast to their American colleagues, reporters from Asia, Eastern Europe
and Middle Eastern countries are often confrontational in their approach to news
sources. They presume that any country's
military leaders would naturally skew information to government benefit. These
unremittingly critical reporters seek to drive
a wedge under propaganda machines.
That, we are prone to believe, is unpatriotic behavior.
The American news media have given us
much in the techno-war. and many reporters
and editors work tirelessly to provide information to the world. Sophisticated news consumers can draw their own conclusions about
degrees of bias in reporting.
But in the words of legendary newsman
Edward R. Murrow, "In the end. it all comes
down to 'what do journalists say and how do
we say it?"'
It is difficult to know what to say and how
to say it if one is embedded with the government.

John Dillon

is a journalism professor.
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Gov. Paul Patton pledges to defend
himseH against ethics allegations

Fonner U.N. ambassador Tyson officials face
to challenge extradition illegal-hiring charges

FRANKFORT (AP)- Gov. Paul Patton has
less than 20 days to respond to a state ethics
p<mel's allegations that he did favors for his
lover by intervening to make her construe·
tion company more likely to get state aid.
If the four charges filed Tuesday by the
Executive Branch Eth1cs Commission are
upheld after a hearing, Patton could face a
$5,000 fine and a public reprimand.
Under state law, Patton has 20 days to
re~pond to the charges. I Je can present evi·
dencc to a hearing officer who then would
make a recommendation to the ethics com·
mission.
Patton said he would vigorously defend
himself. He has acknowledged having an
affair with nursing-home owner Tina Con·
ner but has denied her allegations that he
used hi~ office to help her during the affair
and hurt her nftcr their breakup.

NEW YORK (AP)- The for·
mer Bosnian ambassador to
the United Nations !:'aid he
would fight extradition to Ius
home country, wht>re he is
accused of stealing mnre than
$2.4 million.
Muhamed Sacirbegovic, 46,
was arrested Tuesday. He said
through his court-appointed
attorney that he was eager to
"establish his innocence."
The Bosnian government has
accused him of stealing more
than $2.4 million - about $1.8
million from the nation's
Investment fund Ministry and
more than $600,000 from the
account of Bo~nia's representa·
tion at the United Nations.
The alleged theft meant
Bosnia could nol p<~y some of
its bills to the United Nations,
including rmt and telephone
bills, the U.S. Marshals Service
said in a statement.

General Assembly ends Patton's
unfettered spending of state funds
f:RANKFORT (AP) ·The General Assem·
bly ended its 30-day session Tuesday with
the passage of a bill to erase a dubious prece·
dent of iLo.; own mnking- Gov. Paul Patton's
unfettered spending of state money because
the legislature failt•d to enact a biennial budget a year ago.
The bill, hurriedly passed by both chambers Tuesday night, simply declared the
money already spent by Patton for the current fiscal year to have been appropriated.
The legnlity of Patton's "spending plan" is
being challenged in Franklin County Circuit
Court.

Court blocks removal of Eastern
Kentucky University chainnan
FRAN KFOR I' (AP) -The chairman of Eastem Kentucky University's governing board
Tuesday got a court order to block his
removal under a new law passed by the General Assembly.
Until Tuesday, Fred Rice's days as chairman of the Board of I<cgents seemed to be
numbered .
At the urging of Senate Minority Leader
Ed Worley, D·Richmond, lawmakers passed
a hill 1equirlng regents at six of the state's
universities to be residents of the· 50 United
States. Rice has moved his legal residence to
the Virgin Islands.

Sears officials may sell
credit-card division
CHICAGO (AP) · Sears,
Roebuck and Co. said
Wednesday it is considering
selling its credit·card division,
considered one of the top cu:>·
tomer databases in the retail
industry with about 25 mil·
lion active accounts.
The division was once a
major earner for Sears - in
2002, it accounted for roughly
60 percent of the retail's net
income - but tht• number of
C"nrdholders who have not
bet•n paying their bill~ hns
become a growing problem.
The rc>cent crt•d it division
difficulties, combined with
confusion over the company's
business strategy, haw driven Sears' stock price down
from a high of $60 last year to
$21.45 Tuesday. Sears on
Tuesday also announced a
pending round of layoffs at its
corporate headquarters.

CHATTANOOGA, Tenn.
(AP) - A federal jury began
deliberations in the immi·
grant-smuggling
case
ag<linst poultry giant Tyson
Foods and three managers
charged in what prosecutors
called a corporate scheme to
"keep lhe"chickens moving,
the profits flowing."
U.S. District Judge R.
Allan Edgar told the panel
of seven men and five
women Tuesday they must
consider evidence separate·
ly against each defendant,
on each charge, and return
four separate verdicts.
Tyson and three of its former managers are accu!'ed
of seeking illegal immigrants to boost production
when they couldn't find
Americans willing to work
the $7·an·hour jobs. Executives testified the company
does not encourage the hir·
ing of illegal workers, and
the managers who did so
acted against corporate policies.

Soldier's mother sees
dead son on television
RIALTO, Calif. (AP) -The
mother of a Marine killed in
Iraq said she learned of his
death only when she saw his
face as an Iraqi soldier
showed off bodies of American casualties on televisil)n.
"I said poor, poor boys.
They fell there. But when I
saw the face, it was that of
my son," Rosa Gonzalez told
los Angeles television station KMEX on Tuesday.
"I want the news media to
understand that any time
they air images of woundl'd
or dead soldiers in Ira'l• they ·
should think before they air
those images since it gre,1tly
affects their families here,"
::.he said in Spanish.

.
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Mystery virus claims
52 lives globally

CAMP AS SAYLIYAH,
Qatar (AP}- A U.S. general said Wednesday the
discovery of 3,000 chemi·
cal suits in a hospital in
central Iraq that had been
used as an Iraqi base
raised concern that Saddam Hussein's regime
was prepared to use
chemical weapons.
"What we found at the
hospital reinforces our
concern," said Brig. Gen.
Vincent Brooks. "We are
well-prepared to deal
with the potential use of
chemical weapons."
In addition to the chemical suits, the Central
Command reported earli·
er that Marines found and
confiscated gas masks and
nerve-gas antidote injec·
tors in the hospita l near
An Nasiriyah.

BEIJING (AP)- The World
Health Organization for the
first time has linked a pneu·
monia outbreak in China to a
mystery flu-like illness that
has hit other countries on
three continents. The global
death toll from the combined
outbreaks climbed to 52 on
Wednesday.
Chinese authorities said
the disease has killed at least
34 people there since
November- 31 in its south
and three in Beijing. Hun·
dreds have been infected.
Previous! y they had said
only five had died in South·
em Guangdong province.
World health officials said
later the Chinese illness'
symptoms and :spread
seemed the same as severe
acute respiratory syndrome,
or SARS, which has sickened
nearly 500 and killed 18 else·
where - 10 in Hong Kong,
four in Vietnam, three in
Canada and one in Singa·
pore.

At least 13 dead in

battle with Taliban
KABUL,
Afghanistan
(AP} - Suspected Taliban
fighters attacked a govern·
ment checkpoint in northwestern Afghanistan, start·
ing fighting that left at least
13 combatants dead, a military commander said
Wednesday.
About 400 gunmen
attacked the checkpoint
Tuesday in Tora Shaikh in
the northwestern province
of Badghis near the border
with Turkmenistan, said
Mohammad Karim Khadem, a brigade commander in the area.
Seven attackers and six
government soldiers were
killed in fighting on Tues·
day and Wednesday, Kha·
dem said,
There was no indepcn·
dent confirmation of the
claim.

I

said.
In Vicenza, the two cars
were parked 1 kilometer
(half a mile} from the
base, near the homes of
the owners, when they
were set ablaze Tuesday
night.

Russians postpone
treaty ratification
MOSCOW (AP) ·Russian Foreign Minister Igor
Ivanov said Wednesday
that he supported legislators' attempts to post·
pone ratification of a key
U.S.-Russian
nuclear
arms control treaty.
Ivanov stressed that he
was not withdrawing
support from the agreement, called the Treaty of
Moscow, only that he felt
it was not the right time
for a vote with war going
on in lraq.
He said that the war,
which Russia vehemently
opposes, could lead to
irrelevant issues clouding
the ratification debate.

Authorities report
One dies in Indian,
arson attacks In Haly Pakistani skinnisb
VICENZA, Italy (AP}
Three cars belonging to
American personnel from
U.S. military bases in
northeastern Italian cities
were set ablaze in sepa·
rate arson attacks, authorities said Wednesday.
Nobody was injured by
the fires, which involved
two vehicles near the base
in Vicenza and one in a
residential area
near
Aviano base, Italian officials said. One car was
destroyed, while the other
two were damaged.
All vehicles carried the

MUZAFFARABAD,
Pakistan (AP) - Pakistani
and Indian troops traded
heavy artillery and mor·
tar fire in Kashmir
Wednesday, leaving one
civilian dead and 14
wounded, officials said.
A man was killed in the
Hajeera sector, JSO kilometers (93 miles) south of
the Muzaffarabad, capital
of Pakistan's portion of
Kashmir, said regional
police chief Abdul Raz·
zaq. He accused Indian
troops of targeting a
civilian area with heavy

~ plates U..S.by

weapoas.

u.s.

forces stationed m Italy,
Allied Forces Italy, local
police and U.S. officials

World Briefly is compiled by
Adam L Mathis, wire editor.

Sun. -Thurs. till 10 p.m.
Fri.- Sat. till 11 p.m.

Lindsay Boer
Jessica Cecil

Chemical suits, gas
masks raise concerns
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The sisters of
Omega Xi
would like to congratulate.
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Open for Breakfast
until 10:30 a. in.

r

2 for {3

,

I
I
Beef & Cheddar
Sandwiches
I
I
I
I
I
I
2
for
$2
I Sausage Biscuits I
I
I
.J
L
Good only at participating Arby's Roast Beef Restaurants.
One coupon per person.
Not valid with any other offer. Expires 4/ 11 /03.

- --------- Good only at participating Arby's Roast Beef Restaurants.
One coupon per person.
Not valid with any other offer. Expires 4/1 1/03.

1Oo/o Discount for Murray
State Students &
Employees- Excludes
already discounted items
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Health services go unused Students support troops
by Vanessa Chllders
stnff" writer

Although it is the least-expensive
ueal in Murray when it comes to
health care, Health Services treats
only a small percentage of the ~tudent
hody.
"It's ama1ing how many seniors
walk in (to Health Services) and are
amazed because they have never been
in here before," Judy Lyle, staff nurc;e
and health educator. said.
Lyle said Health Services treats 17
to 18 percent olthe student body.
Th!!re are several full-time nurses
on staff and one part-time doctor who
comes for six hours a week, Lyle said.
"Scheduling n time for an appoint·
rnent is not re:~lly a problem.'' she
said. "We're here if students neeu
uo.;."
Kristina Ewell. sophomore from St.
Louis, saiu she "loves" the Health
Services nursl!'>.
"(The nurses are) the best," Ewell
.-.aid. ''They cun work anywhere else.
and they choo~e to work with the students. Their good education and love
of the job just makes them wonder·

ful."
Lyle said Health Services primarily
tackles everyday ailmerus.
"Students come in v.·ith mostly respiratory infections, stomach druse,,
injuries," Lyle said.
However, Lyle said some cases are
referred to off-campus specialists.
"Medicine isn't an exact science,"
Lyle said. "It's frustrating tor the
patient ana the physician when things
aren't textbool.:.''
Health Services i!' equipped to provide basic henlth care to students free
of charge.
"Anything done in the Health Services oftice the ~tudents have already
paid for," she said.
However, when students arc
referred off campus, students or studentS' insuronce carriers muq pay.
"It" s good for students to have
insurance because a lot of off-campus
doctors and facilities will not sec the
students if they don't have insurance," Lyle said.
Lyle said the Health Services nurses also refer students to the Center for
Counseling and Testing if a phy:;ical
ailment is linked to something psy-

by holding book drive

chological.
"Seeing a counselor uoesn't mean
you are cra1.y." Lyle said. "Sometimes people just need someone to listen and give concrete suggestions."
Lyle snid the nurses are not qualified to proviue psychological coun·
seling to stuJent:;; if needed, they do
refer students to <l counselor.
"Becnu~c we are a nurse-managed
clinic, we tend to be more conservative (with the services we provide),"
Lyle said.
Many states forbid college health
facilitie~ from pr<>viding certain services, such as emergency contraception, because of their controversial
nature. .
Lyle saiu Health Services' familyplanning progrJrn is funded by the
state. nOt the University. and prescription drugs are not carried at Health
Services.
In audition to her duties as a nurse,
Lyle said she hosts health discussions
in the residential colleges and for
some fraternities and sororities.
Said Lyle: " We feel we have a lot to
offer stuJents, whether one-on-one or
in a group."

by Melissa Kilcoyne
staff writer
The Envirunmental Engineering Technology
Society is stepping beyond opinions on the war
with Iraq and ~upportinp u book drive for those
deployed.
The society began collecting books Monday
for Fort Campbell soldiers deployed oven.eas;
today is the last day of collection.
"This has nothing to uo with our feelings about
the war itself.'' said Mike Kemp, associate professor of industrial and engineering technology.
"It's just something to show our :;upport of those
involved .... We just thought this would be a good
project und .something we could do on campus,"
Casey Schumacher, junior from Murray, said
people should donate regardless of their feelings
about the war.
"I'm sure people have different opinions on the
war, but this isn't about that," Schumacher :;aiu.
"It's about supporting thuse who are uepluyed
over there."
Michael Matthews, senior from Murray, is a
veteran of the first Gulf War and arranged the
book collection.

"I know firsthanu there is a cunsiderable
amount of doYmtime, and there's not a lot of
recreational opportunities, and the troops are limited on items they can bring with them,"
Matthews said. "When I was there, I looked forwaru to the opportunity to read anything."
Matthews saiu the society began collection
planning by talking to different organi1.ations and
gathering community support.
"The more (book..<; donated), the better,"
Matthews saiu. "Anything is useful because one
guy will get the book, but that book may get
passed around to I 0 or more people."
Schumacher said he hopes the books will occupy some of the military personnel's free time and
provide entertainment.
"They've got a lot of downtime, and it's for
them," he said.
Matthews said the book collection is a continuing effort in cooperation with the Calloway
Counly Public Library; books collected on campus will be delivercu to Fort Campbell next
•
week.
Kemp said any books other than textbooks are
being collected and will be appreciateu by the
troops.

Reminder

•
•
SGA Cand idates, you must reserve your ad space for the A pril 4th issue by 5 p.m. o n Apri I 1.
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OPEN
Phone:
767-0486

Mon.
10 ~.m. to 4 p.m.

lues • Tllurs.

Fax:

10 <1.m. to 6 p.m.
Frt. & Sit.
10 a.m. to 8 p.m.

welcomes new stylist

Misti
Lawrence

753-7993
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The temporary closing of Dutch Essenhaus does not effect us.
LOCALLY GROWN ORGANIC PRODUCE
• Gourmet Salad Mix • Romaine lettuce • Kale • Mustard • and More

w th Spec at Guests:

A graduate of Ezell Cosmetology School, Misti specializes in
all branches of cosmetology, including hair, nails, waxing and
make· up.
Call or see Misti for an appointment on
M o nday-Friday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

MUR-VEGAS ALL STARS
SAT 29, at 9 p.m.

Owner/ Operator
Barbara Coleman

Chestnut St.

Mon. -sa~.

t 0:30 a.m. to m1dnighc
75 9-FooD

208 S. 12th Street

.

Located at 5 Pomts

270-759-2467

99 :2~o~s-1099 :

r2 :R$9
I
I

I
I

Enjoy two all-you-can-eat
pizza & spagatti lunch
1 buffet s including drink!

1

I

:I

Mon.- Fri.
4:30 - 9 p.m.

Sat. & Sun.
All Day
Not good with any other offer

804 Chestnut sc.

The NET is a praise and
worship experience for
Murray State
students each Sunday
at 8 p.m.

1

:I d?
1
I
I

Relax, Worship, Experience!

I
I

Mon.- Fri.
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

I

Certified Organic Grapefruit, Valencia Oranges, Broccoli,
Cabbage, Yams, and Onions. Others available upon request.

· 753-6656

I

Not good with any other offer

804 Chestnut st.

· 753·6656

1
I
I
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Don't Forget!

FREE pizza at 7:40.
First Baptist Fellowship Hall
203

S. 4th St.

753-1854

COMPUTER REPAIR SERVICES
"*FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY IN CALLOWAY COUNTY

April 1 is the Priority Filing
Date for Student Financial
Aid applications for 20032004 requesting grants
(non-repayable), loans,
and/or student employment.
/

Apply Today
Student Financial Aid Office
Sparks Hall • Base~nent
or www.murraystate.edu/secsv/ financial/ applieations.htm

759-0750
INTERNET ACCESS ONLY $12.99 A MONTH.
LOCAL UNLIMITED ACCESS FOR MURRAY AND MAYFIELD.
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Slogan promotes retention
by Lauren Friske!
~taff

age students to stick with it."
The slogan was a combined effort of
several faculty members and students.
"Semor student Beth Wheeler took thb
on as her senior project," Hulick said.
''With her help and the assistance of graduate student Jennifer Ellioll, \\'C finally
settled on 'persist.' Through the work of
Wheeler and Elliott. WI! will benefit
through a kind of public-relations campaign."
Assistant Vice Pres1dent for Enrollment
Management Jim Vau!!han said retention
efforts are vital for the betterment of students :md western Kentucky.
"Fifty-five percent of freshmen gradu·
ate in six years," Vaughan said. "We are
interested in our students graduating
because it is critical for the economic
future of our region."
Vuughan said there are seveml economic advantages to students who finish college, as college graduate:. on averuge cam
higher incomes than nongraduates. Also,
stUdents who graduate are more likely to
vote, be in good health and be involved in
civic activities.
"We want to improve our region by

writer

:-like has ''Just do it." Coca·Cola has
''Can't beat the real thing." Papa John's
has "Better ingredients. Better pizza."
And now, Murray State has a slogan of its
own.
"PERSIST. There is no ¢ in quitting,"
will soon be a familiar phrase across campus.
The slogan, which will appear on
posters across campus, is intended to get
the message to students to stay in school.
"For the past year and a half, the retention committee has looked at some type of
theme that we could use to encourage stu dent~ to stay in school," said Paula
Hulick, interim special assistant to the
vice president for Student Affairs.
Hulick said an auempt is being made to
have the slogan placed on bags in the University Bookstore and as the footer for
Murray State e-mail.
"When students drop out of school. it
often has nothing to do with ability," she
said. "There is a tendency to give up. That
is whm this campaign is for - to encour-

WE WILL TEND
ll.'tll

wire edito r
Associate professor of agriculture Ken
Bowmnn "'ill replace Jane Hall as college
head of Springer/Franklin Residential Col lege next semester.
"Ken (Bowman) was highly recommended by the students." said Don Robenson.
vice president of Student Affairs.
''The faculty in the College of Agriculture
in many ways are ideally suited for a resi·
dential-college position because of the
nature of the way they mterac.:t with students.... Their discipline requires they ure
very hands-on with students."
Bowman was chosen after applicants
went through an interview process, includ·
ing sharing ideas in an open forum before
the Residential College Council, students
and faculty. Robertson said.
''He (Bowman) had good ideas on how to
... get the colleges functioning as an integrated group," Robertson said.
Bowman said in addition to other activi-

ties. he will meet individually with each student in Springer/Franklin and be someone
to whom swdents can bring their problems.
"I want to help students stay in school,"
Bowman said. "I was the first person !n my
family to ever graduate from high school. I
know how big the effect of an education can
be."
Hall's decision to resign, she said. came
after a long time of prayer and consideration for her growing academic responsibilities.
"The role of college head is to serve onehalf time in academics and one-half time in
student life." said Hall, who has served as a
college head since the residential-college
system began seven years ago. "Last fall,
when I was told of an increase in my job
responsibilities in the academic area, I knew
it wos time to be reasonable and let go."
Robertson said the responsibilities of a
college head include creating student programs. encouraging academics and student
retention and serving as an advocate for students.

House Sitting

Pro Rodeo Equipment,
Nutrena Feed - ers, VVestern VVear

the

Fidos, Ftlintt, Ash, Fear he red Fnends,
as

by Adam L. Mathis

Advertise with The Murray State News!

ufi~fAJ
Pet Sitting

having as many college graduates as we
can," Vaughan said.
Jennifer Elliott, graduate student from
Adairville, said she believes the slogan
will be inspirational to students enduring
tough times.
"Imagine it is Tuesday morning. 7 a.m.:
it is raining, your car won't start, you had
a fight with your roommate, you have two
tests and three papers due. your cat threw
up on the carpet and you want to quit, ..
Elliott said. "So many students want to
quit at times. and this slogan can be a reason to keep going."
Hulick said the slogan also will correspond with campus activities.
''The slogan goes along with the fresh·
men reading book. Barbara Ehrenreich':;
'Nickel and Dimed, • which is a story of a
woman that has a Ph.D. but takes on different minimum-wage jobs and discovers
she cannot make it," Hulick said.
Elliot said she believes the long-term
pubhc-relations campaign will be successful.
"This will not just be one semester
long," Elliott said. 'There will be multiple
messages posted over a period of time."

Officials name Bowman
Springer/Franklin head

as :my other Furry or

world

non·furry cmters in the1r own
home cnvtro nment.

Shawn Maxwell

753-6147

has

UK

UNIVERSITY
OF KENTUCKY

1842 State Line RD. W.
HWY. 893 West
Hazel, KY 42049
BUS: 270-492-6144
Larry & Lynda VVard
FAX: 270-492-6248
www.etateliDeweatemwodd.com
Barry VVard
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If Your Summer
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Destination is

Kentucky

menu source.
and growing dally.

View all the·se menus online right Dow.
Pagliai's, The Big Apple, Los Portales,
Mavtha 's, Sirloin Stockade, The Bull
Pen, Tom's Grille, Mr. Gatti's, Holme's
Restaurant_, Lacey's, Parcell •s,
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Hope Harbor Church ...
SAME TRUTH

Hope Harbor applies the timeless Truth of the Gospel to the
reality of today.
DIFFERENT SERMONS

Using humor and insight, you come away from Hope Harbor
knowrng how to Improve your home, your work, your life.

Attend Summer

DIFFERENT MUSIC

Featuring a few less hymns, a little more guitar and some
21st century technology- all combined to worship an awesome God.

Sessions
May 13- June 10

DIFFERENT RELATIONSHIPS

and/or

Hope Harbor is a great place to meet other singles, other
couples, other parents, and to form lasting relationships. life
Is easier when we can do it together.

June 12 - August 7

Call Kat at
(800) 432-0963 to
(859) 257-3382
for class schedules.
Equal Opportunity Unlvarwlty

... a different way to do church.
'"? ~
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#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Hours: Mon-Sat, 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Phone: 270-753-0113

Ju•t: 1 Block From M!iU Dorm!i

I
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Wee Care Too

Mark your calendars- All majors and all college levels invited.
This is your chance to go inside this world-famous resort,
build your reswne, network with Disney leaders and
meet students from arowtd the world.
Check out a Walt Disney World® College Program
paid internship.
24-hour secured housing is offered.
College credit opportunities may be available.
Visit our website at wdwcollegeprogram.com
and then come to the presentation.
Attendance is required to interview.

Now Tal<ing Enrollment!
Check out our New, EHciting
Life Skills Curriculum
State Rssistance Ruailable

762-8202 - Call Today
NEW OWNERS: Tung
~~we

I}

Gerald Dinh

love to see your child smile."

~ 0 ~¢)-!\\brld

2 locations to serue you:
1 09 S. 15th St.

'UCOLLEGE PROGRAM

701 S. 4th St.

753-5227

762-0202

.,.,.,.
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I

Murray State University
Tuesday, April 1, 2003
5:00 PM, Freed Curd Auditorium

,.,

1
I
Car Stereo Specialist- Custom Installation I

Exptres 4/11/03

Dream it. Do it. Disnev.®

-
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wdwcollegeprogram.com
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this 'veek
•friday
•Luncheon - Celebrate Women luncheon. II: 15 a.m. to I
p.m., Curris Center
ballroom. Free admission.
•Cinema International - "Rosa Luxemberg," 7:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Theater. Free admission.

• saturday
•Performa nce
Senior recital by
Craig Scott Gibbs, 2
p.m., Farrell Recital
Hall. Free admission.
•Concert - Eclectic
funk dance concert
performed by MOZZ,
7 p.m., Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center.
Admission is $2.
•Cinema International - "Rosa Luxemberg," 7:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Theater. Free admission.

• sunday
•Bible Study - University Church of
Christ, 9 a.m.
•Bible Study - Chi
Alpha, 9: 15 a m.,
College
Elizabeth
back lobby. Rides to
the church of your
choice afterward.
•Worship
Service
Unitarian Universalist
Fellowship of Murray, II a.m., Curris
Center third floor.
•Concert - Eclectic
funk dance concert by
MOZZ, 2 p.m., Price
Doyle Fine Arts Cen·
ter. Admission is $2.
•Bible Stud y - Murray Christian Fellowship house, 7 p.m.

college life editor: Ky.ser Lo ugh
assiscant college life editor: lvlichad Drivel
phone: 762~ i480

college life
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Reynol·ds to compete in
b y Kyser Lou gh
college life:: editor
When Andrea Reynolds, senior
from Madisonville, was crowned
the local Miss Black and Gold 2002.
she never expected to compete on a
national scale.
After winning both the state district
and
Midwest
regional
pageants, Reynolds is now headed
to the national pageant in August.
The pageants are sponsored by
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity.
Reynolds' journey began during
Murray State's 2002 Homecoming
with the local Miss Black and Gold
pageant, sponsored by the local
Alpha Phi Alpha chapter. Reynolds
competed with four other women
for the crown. From that point, she
traveled to the University of
Louisville on March 1 to compete in
the Kentucky district pageant.
At the district pageant, Reynolds
faced off against four other contestants for the district crown. The
competition included a questionand-answer period, as well as business-wear, swimwear, eveningwear and talent events. Reynolds
used her same talent from the local
pageant, playing an original piano
composition. However, this performance was a bit different than her
first.
"They didn't have a piano for me
at the district pageant. All I got was
a keyboard.'' Reynolds said. "It
came out distorted on the speakers
at first, so 1 wasn't sure if the audience could hear it or not, but it got
better by the end.''
Despite the complications with
her equipment, Reynolds finished
her piece and was awarded the district crown.
"I was amazed to win (the district
pageant). Once I got there and met
the girls, I realized what tough competition I would be up against,"

Reynolds said. "I didnit see this as
an easy thing at all, so I was
shocked."
From her district crowning,
Reynolds moved on to the Midwest
Regional Pageant held in Chicago
on March 21.
"The regional pageant was a lot
more laid-back," Reynolds said. "At
this point, all the ladies had won
two pageants already, so they knew
what they were doing."
Nine contestants competed in the
regional pageant, including one
from Canada. The categories were
identical to the district pageant, and
once again Reynolds encountered
problems in the talent portion. This
time the pageant director was able
to provide a baby grand piano for
the performance, but during practice, Reynolds noticed that some of
the keys were sticking. She notified
the director and soon there was a
new, unstuck baby grand at her disposal.
Termaine Shellman, sophomore
from Louisville and Alpha Phi
Alpha member, said Reyolds' attitude took her to the top.
"(Reynolds) is a very assertive
young lady, and that's the kind of
attitude you have to show to push
yourself forward in the competition,'' Shellman said. "And she's
done just that."
Once crowned the regional Miss
Black and Gold, Reynolds said her
feelings far outshone what she felt
at the district pageant.
"At district I was amazed. Here J
was in nonbelief," Reynolds said.
Reynolds said competition was
fierce and eventually hinged on the
talent and question-and-answer sessions.
"Everyone was coming in and
expecting to win since they had
done so well so far," Reynolds said.
"It was a totally new environment
for me. Some of these girls were

n~tional

pageant

actual models. ... It was intimidating."
Nevertheless, Reynolds once
again managed to triumph and earn
a spot in the national pageant during
the first week of August.
"I'm really excited about the
national pageant," Reynolds said.
"I'm really hoping to take it and
win.'"
Shellman said he had similar feelings about how Reynolds will do at
the national pageant.
"Some of the regions will be
bringing in really sharp competitors, so she'll be up against some
stiff competition, but I believe she
will do really well," Shellman said.
If crowned national Miss Black
and Gold. Reynolds said she would
gain many responsibilities, including representing Alpha Phi Alpha at
national events. Jn addition, she
also would bring much attention to
the local Alpha Phi Alpha chapter.
"Because of our location. it's hard
to get much attention in our chap~
ter," Shellman said. "But now after
her winnings. we've started to get
more attention, and it's really helping our chapter."
Shellman said approximately I 0
Alpha Phi Alpha members will be
traveling with Reynolds to the
national competition, which will be
he ld in Detroit, Mich .• during the
first week of August.
MarTeze Hammonds/Guest

Andrea Reynolds, senior from
Madisonville, was crowned
Miss Black a nd Gold locally,
statewide and in the M idwest
region. She now moves on to
the national competition to be
held in Detroit the first week in
August. T he pageants a re
sponsored by Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity.

KEELHAUL

Chris Schweizer
HEY, HIGH-FIVE
GU'f-OVER HERE!
SORR'f, FELLA.

•monday
•Deadline - Soccer
coaches meeting and
roster deadline, 4:30
p.m., Carr Health
Building.
•RCA - Residential
<;ollege Association
meeting, 5 p.m., Curris Center Barkley
Room. All are wei·
come.

WH"/ NOT? "'OU
W ERE BRINGING
THE HIGH-fi VE
SACK .

PROFESSOR HOBO

•tuesday

LOOk AT THAT WOMAN IN
THE NECIC StiCE.

•Deadline- Financial
aid priority filing
date.
•CAB
Campus
Activities
Board
meeting, 4:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Tennessee Room. All are
welcome.
•Performance
Senior recital by Alissa Oakley, 6:30 p.m.,
Performing Arts Hall.
Free admission.

WE'VE SEEN COM.INe HERE

YEAH, THAT'S PRETTY RJNNY

EVERY SATURDAY FOR THE
PAST MONTH ANO U U9HI N6
AT THE PEOPLe AS THEY
ENTER AND LEAVE THE

HOSPITAL.

WELL, DON'T YOU EVER
WONDER IF THERE'S MORE
TO LIFE? IF WE SHOUl.O
MAYSE BE SEf~IN9 OUT
MORE MEANINGFUL
ENDEAVORS?

I
I

•w ednesday
•SGA -Student Government Association
Senate meeting, 5
p.m ., Curris Center
Barkley Room. All
ate welcome.
•Play - 'The Importance
of
Being
Earnest," 7 p.m. Genei'al admission is $10
and free for MSU students.

j thursdily
•Performance
Senior recital by CarMs Johnson, 6 p.m.,
Performing Arts Hall.
Free admission.
•Play - "The Importance
of
Being
&tmest," 7 p.m. General admission is $10
and free for MSU students.
•Cinema International - "Zentropa,"
7:30 p.m.. Curris
Center Theater. Free
admission.
•Performance
Senior recital by
Robert Lewis, 8 p.m..
Performing Arts Hall.
Free admission.

I
5
9

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
24

25
26
27
29
32
35
36
37
40
41
42
43
44

45

ACROSS
Social slight
Hoof beat
Tel Aviv- Window part
Possess
I mages of gods
Infamous tsar
Attorney
Dershowitz
Rabbits' kin
Sports page
headline
Shade provider
Fresh from the
factory
Fruity coolers
Pig pen
Violent
connicts
Addams Family
cousin
David ofCNN
New guy
Turkish
honorific
Sports page
headline
Lukas of
"Witne!is"
Trigger treats
Fills beyom.l
capacity
Light brown
Warner of the
NFL
German article

46
48
49
52
56
57
58
59

60
61
62
63

64

2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

10
II
12
13
21

Ticket datum
Thickset dog
Healthy retreat
Sports page
headline
Wash off
Word before
block or rage
Willy of "Free
Willy," e.g.
Norse god of
the sea
Masculine
Sports group
Mississippi
quartet'1
Lamenter's
words
Has
DOWN
Flavor enhancer
Part of USNA
Take away
weapons
Warp
Actor Lon
S. Dey series
Egg.shaped
Writing tools
Muslim holy
wars
Maxim
Prudence
Ran off
Ninnyhammer
Lead-in

22

26
27
28
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
38

Chocolate
alternative
Audible crying
Marshall Earp
Shirtsleeves
You, to a
Quaker
Small boys
Genuine: Ger.
U.S. weather
grp.
Final
performances
Russian ruler
Gray and
Candler
Green years

9

39
44
45
47
48
49
50
51

52
53
54
55
56

Customary
practice
Pranks
Scottish port
Borden's
spokescow
Sacred song
Spread about
Pie nut
Washington's
successor
Conks out
"My Friend _"
Wyle or
Webster
Dorothy's pup
"Norma

Last week's solution

The Weekly Crossword

Edited by wayne Robert Williams
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Jessica Lemons, sophomore from Murray and member of the University Christian •
Student Center, checks people in at a free clinic in Ladyvillc, Belize. UCSC sent 14
students to Belize during Spring Break to work at free clinics around the country.

Courtesy or Newman House
1 Bull

Savannah, Jamaica. Students from the Newman House worked

Courtesy of Alph.1 Sigma Phi

Alpha Sigma Phi members work during their 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. shift
with Habitat for Humanity. Participating fraternity members
worked the 6-hour shift Monday through Friday.

1
my Murray State students partied in exotic locations
' on their couches, several student groups spent this
on service projects. Students from Alpha Sigma
)3- Christian Fellowship, the Newman House and

~dent Christian Center performed, painted and built
ugh the week.

Ryan BrookcJThe News

Barry Morris, freshman from Germantown, and Mike Brackett, senior from Louisville, talk with
a man outside their hostel about a tract. The man later pra)ed with them to accept Jesus.

,

Courtesv of the Newman Hou~e

.

reters, junior from Owensboro, paint the ceiling of an orphanage porch.

arts & ent

12
this week:
1. SO Cent - "Get Rich or Die
Tryin'"
2. Norah Jones - "Come
Away With Me"
3. R. Kelley :- "Chocolate
Factory"
4. Dixie Chicks - "Home"
S. AFI - "Sing the Sorrow" .
Source: Associated Press

•movies
1. Bringing Down the House
Starring Steve Martin
2. Dreamcatcher
Starring Morgan Freeman
3. Agent Cody ·Banks
Starring Frankie Muniz
4. View From the Top
Starring Gwyneth Paltrow
S. Tbe Hunted
Starring Tommy Lee Jones
Source: Associated Press

1. Robert C. Atkins - "Dr.
Atkins' New Diet Revolution"
2. Stephen King - "Dreamcatcher"
3. Iris Johansen - "Body of
Lies"
4. John Grisham - "The
King of Torts"

5. James Patterson with
Andrew Gross - "The Jester"
Source: Associated Press

•web site
www.sportsline.com
CBS's Web site for all things
sports. Check out the latest news
on the NCAA tournament,
NASCAR racing, professional
basketball, baseball and any other
sport imaginable.
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Folk alive on 'Gathering of Spirits'
Alison Krauss. who had two songs on the award-winning

by Michael Driver

··o Brother, Where Art Thou'?" soundtrack, joins Newcomer

assistant college life editor
Smooth alto voices and acoustic guitars may be plentiful
in folk music, but singer/songwriter Carrie Newcomer's
songwriting talents stand out from those of her contempo-

raries.
Newcomer's name is something of a misnomer. ''The
Gathering of Spirits," released in September, is Newcomer's
eighth album with Philo Records and one of the best of her
career.
"Holy as a Day I s Spent" opens the album with a soft
chord strum before Newcomer's warm voice brings a bluesy
soul that sounds larger than it actually is. She has the kind of
voice that fi lls a room with a whisper, and the building cello
in the background forms a strong complement to Newcomer's guitar arpeggio as the song winds from verse to chorus.
The second track. "Straight to the Point," demonstrates
Newcomer's strength in bluegra-;s as well as traditional folk.
Newcomer's prowess as a bluegrass writer also was recently displayed on " I Should've Known Better," a song from
Nickel Creek's Grammy-winning 'This Side" album. While
"Straight to the Point" lacks the instrumental power Nickel
Cre;k packs, the music is more upbeat and never borders on
pop.
Newcomer lets her musical talents carry the album rather
than attempting a radio-friendly, mainstream sound. While
many artists have successfully mixed their chosen genre
with mainstream music, Newcomer's folk music is as tradi~
tional as possible.
Although there is some country influence on the a lbum,

Carrie Newcomer stands out in the world of folk music.
Newcomer's songwriting and the musical arrangements take
center stage. The background music is always appropriate.
from the instrumental interplay on "Little Earthquakes" to
the understated piano of "''ll Go Too" Each musical piece
is expertly performed by Newcomer and the artists with
which she has surrounded herself.

on the title track. Krauss' harmonies make 'The Gathering
of Spirits" one of the best songs on the album. The song is
peaceful and makes good use of u range uf instruments, such
as mandolin and piano, tu complernenr the singers' voices.
The final cut, "The Things I've Gone and Done," is everything a fi nal track should be: a culmination of the other songs
and the best song on the album. Newcomer sings with more
power here than on any other tr.tck ubuut regretting the
things she failed· to do. The acconlion breaks are well-done
and provide a depanure from the more traditional sounds of
mandolins and organs that fill the rest of the album.
No specific theme runs throughout the album, but the
range of topics tackled on "'The Gathering of Spirits" is
impre~sive. The title track deals with the brevity and beauty
of life and death, while "Silver" wonders if love transcends
age. Regardless of the topic, Newcomec's lyrics and vocals
maintain a quality of hope. and a message of spirituality is
kept in the forefront.
Not everyone will enjoy Newc<1mer'o; 'The Gathering of
Spirits.'' and her country-influenced folk mu~ic will likely be
brushed aside by many listeners as inconsequential. No track
stands out as panicularly bad, but there are a few lackluster
songs.
However, those who enjoy folk music wi II find one of the
best examples of what good folk can sound like. Newcomer
never relies on pop to cushion her music, nor does she ever
lack power and conviction.

Grade: A

Murr-Vegas Allstars bring act to Carlin's
b y Alicia Ray
staff w riter
The Murr-Vegas All stars return to the
stage Saturday for the grand opening of
Carlin's, a local restaurant that recently
opened in Boulder's former building.
Carlin's owner Steve Jones, from Mayfield, said he was excited when members
of the Allstars approached him about playing for the restaurant.
"They' re really good," Jones said.
"They supposedly bring a good crowd."
Sarah A lle n, graduate student from
D uquoin, lll., said she hopes the band will
attract college students to the restaurant.
"(The Murr-Vegas Al lstars and the Allstir Horn Section) are a very well-known
band around this area, and we're hoping to
draw a large c rowd," A llen said.
Allen described the band as "dance your
socks off' music, with a style spanning
everything from old rhythm and blues to
'70s music.

Allen said she thinks the concen will
help the restaurant get its name out in the
community.
"We're hoping to get a lot more publicity o n campus,'' Allen said. ·The food is
very affordable. and the portions are real·
ly good.''
The band also is optimistic about the
grand opening, lead singer Stephen Keene
said.
"It's a big opportunity for us us well ns
them,.. Keene said.
T he band formed four years ago after
four of the members played in a productio n of "Little Shop of Horrors." Keene
said.
The remaining six players were recruited from the Murray State music department.
"Instead of looking at people we didn't
know very well, we looked for people who
were good enough for t he pans we nc-.eded," Keene said. "We thought, 'As long as
they know what they're doing, we'll give

them a shot." '
Keene. a senior from Louisville, said
not just any music major would do, however.
"It's definitely finding people that fit the
personality of the band as a whole." Keene
o;aid. "We're definitely a show band. We
were looking for people who want to have
a good time and get up and dance."
Keene said having fun is the Allstars'
main objective.
"We want people to get up and huve a
good time," Keene said. "We get up and
dance (while we play), too."
Michael Dunnagan. director of Murray
and Calloway County's Playhouse in the
Park and harmonica player for the band,
sajd the band roster is diverse.
"The band is made up of a lot of college
students and people who have graduated
(from Murray State)." Dunnagan said.
''J' m the old guy in the bund. Everyone
calls me ' Papa."'
Keene said the band mostly plays at

bars, weddings and clubs. but they also
perform for University events.
"We played New Year's Day at the basketball game in the (Regional Special
Events Center), and New Year's Eve we
played at the Apple," Keene said. "And
recently we got invited to play in the Hot
August Dlues Festivnl at Kentucky Lake."
There will be a $5 cover charge to see
the band. and some underage people will
be admitted, Keene said.
"They're allowing 19 and up in the
restaurant for the show," Keene said. "It's
a new thing for (this area). That's going to
be a thing (Carlin's is) going to keep
doing whenever they have bands."
Dunnagan said he encourages students
to come out nnd hstcn to the band.
Said Dunnagan: "(Students will) hear
good music. and we wunt them to have a
good time."
The Murr-Vegas Allstars and the Allstar
Hom Section will perform from 9 p.m. to
midnight.

Congratulations to the following
sisters of Sigma Sigma Signia:
Gamma Tau New
-Member Class
Whitney Bradley
Emily Goehman
Crystal Johnson
Crystal Stinson

Engagements
Ashley Green
Katrina James
Marilee Morgan
Courtney Pollock

..

r•
MUrray Place

Lavaliers
Ashley Givens
\, Nola Goehman
~ Richa Hobbs
' Jennifer Martin
\ Courtney Pollock
\

Summer
Orientation
Counselors
Jenny Drake
Nola Goehman
Richa Hobbs
Annie Lawson
Tiffany Prater
Christina Simms
Cassie Wells

• Congratulations to Kate Gaston on becoming a
National Leadership Consultant!
• Congratulations to our step team for winning the
sorority division at the Alpha Phi Alpha Step Off!
• Good luck Toni Duncan and Ellen Grommet in Miss MSO!
• Thank you everyone who participated and supported
Kidnap for Robbie!
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GO to the Higginson gets White involved
by Kristen Watson
:ilafT WnlCr

head of
the college

Between gardening. traveling and teaching, Bonnie Higginson still manages to serve as college head of White College.
"Serving a!t college head ha' hecn the most enjoyable
aspect of my 23-year cureer at (Murray State)," Higginson
said.
Higginson lived in both I lester and Regents colleges while
completing her bachelor's nnd gradu<~te work at Murray State.
However, she now devotes much of her time 10 White College.
"I believe my primary duties relate to working with student'> in a variety of ways," Higginson said. "I attempt to
ensure that all students a'>signeJ to White College. have the
opportunity to become involved in the Residential College
Council. tntramurals, the Honor Society and any other activities of the college."
Higginson also said she works with students who nre experiencing academic or pers&nal problems.
Tracie Dycus, sophomore from Franklin, Tenn .• and White
College resident adviser, said Higginson is always willing to
talk lo students about both academic or personnl issues.
"Her door is always open," Dycus said. "She alway~ has
shown interest in students' lives and really cares. She has
been :.uch a part of my life."
Dycus also said Higginson is a motherly figure for the residents.
"My job as college head is much more personal, I believe,"
Higginson said. "In the classroom, it is difficult to really get
to know students beyond a kind ol' superficial level. As a college head, I am able to truly leum about student life."

In this eight-week
series, we take an upclose look at each of
the eight residential
college heads and how
they affect the lives of
students living in the
residence halls.
Week 3:
White College

Bonnie Higginson sa id serving as college head
of \\'bite College has been her fa,·o r ite part of
her 23-year career at M urray State.
Higginson ha' received recognition for her work, winning
the Residential College Council of tl1e Year av.<lrd both years
sh..: has been college head.
''It has been exciting to work with the students to reflect on
our accomplishments uml to develop a proposal for the judges
that illustrate::. our success as a residt•ntiul college," she said.
Higginson sniu White College exhibits a strong sense of
community, despite its small size.
"People know one another, and they help each other in
many ways.'' she said. "It is not about the building itself;
rather, it is about the people who live and visit there."

Josh Duke. sophomore from Owensboro and vice president
of the White College Residential College Council. said Higginson listens to students' ideas for activities while offering
helpful suggestions of her own.
"She is easy to talk to," Duke said. "She is not an intimidating pen>on to get to know. Someone is always in her
office:•
Duke said he works with Higginson on a near-daily basis
and admires her level of participation in events such a.s Relay
for Life.
"She will be io Relay for Life again this year,'' Duke said.
"She is really involved in everything."
•
Higginson, who hopes to continue working a-. college head
in the future, said her two years with the position have interlaced well with her 23 years of teaching reading-education
classes.
"It has given me an important perspective on the college
experience as a whole, and I believe it ha.o; had a positive
impact on my teaching," she said.
Higginson's responsibilities a.c; college head have not been
without challenges, however.
"(The most difficult part is) helping ~tuc.lents deal with
tragedies they t:ncountcr,'' Higginson said. "As with any com, munity, terrible things happen to people at times. It is 0)0 difficult to see people grieve and suffer, yet it is important to try
to find ways to console them."
Higginson said she has alway!) hoped to rnake a positive
difference in the lives of others.
"I believe I have been very fortunate to work with so many
wonderful people at Murray State,'' she said. "I also believe
in the power of lifelong learning. I can truly say that I learn
something new every day, usually from the student<> at White
College."
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Paint-ball tournament to splatter campus April 12
by Alicia Ray
staff writer
Casey Smith, sophomore from Kirk:>ey.
said he likes to shoot people - with paint.
"It's a stress-reliever," Smith said. "It's
almost like the real thing. except it ' s paint
ball. I like shooting when I know it's not
real.''
Smith said he started shooting paint-ball
guns with his cousin and brother in his
back yard last summer. He said his cousin
showed up at his house with a paint-ball
gun and encouraged Smith's siblings to
buy one as well.
"It got to be sort of a habit (during the
summer}," Smith said. "It wa!\ quite exciting. 1 used to spend my whole afternoon
playing paint ball. I had the scrapes and
bruises to prove it."
Although Smith has played paint ball
numerous time~ in his back ynrd, he has

never played in a professional arena.
''(I've learned to) stay nwny from guys
with semiautomatics. I didn't have the gun
to play," Smith said."
However. Smith will get the opportunity
to play in a professional nrena during the
campus-wide paint-ball tournament in the
intramural fields April 12. Everyone will
have the same gun.
The Residential College Association is
hosting the event with Blodgett Paintball
Planet, a company from Sikeston, Mo.
Josh Rose, RCA president, s<tid the
paint-ball company will tran~lorm the
intramural 11eld into a paint-ball urennas a
service for Murray State.
"They'll bring an inflatable tield, harriers and netting," Rose said, "We set it up,
and I turn in the names of the teams registering, and (Rob Russell , owner of Blod·
gett's Paintball Planet) sets up the brackets."

Rose said student-; compete on five-person teams until an entire team has been
eliminated.
"More than likely. we'll try to make it
double elimination so that people will have
the chance to play twice: · Rose said.
Registration is $5 per person, and participants will have to pay for their own paint
balls. which will be on sale -at the site.
Rose said he hopes to allow walk-om> to
play as well, but the issue has yet to be dis.:usscd.
, The tournament is open to nil Murray
State students and faculty, and Ro:;e said
he hnpcs a group of faculty will form a
team.
"I think it would be really COill to nail
some of my teachers.'' Rose said.
Trophies wi II he awarded to the top four
teams. The winning teams al!to will com·
pete against a 10-person professional
paint-ball team from Blodgett't> Paintball

Planet.
"It had to go through the general counLaura Kight, RCA publicity chairper- cil , (then) the attorney of Murray State so
son. said the paint-ball tournament has he could check it and make sure everybeen Rose's vision for the past year.
thing was OK as far as insurance implica"It was Josh Rose's big project for a lions and the safety of the students," Rose
year or so," Kight said. "He's looked for said .
something that would appeal to the stuWh!le Smith said paint ball is generally
dents, and this is somt:thing that a lot of a safe sport. he warned students to expect
students are interested in on and off cam- a few bruises.
pus."
·•It's exciting until you get shot,'' Smith
Rose said he got the idea from one of said. "You will' get shot, but that's part of
Hastem Kentucky University's first-week it."
programs.
Smith also said students will enjoy the
"It worked well at EKU. so I think it' ll game more if they avoid hiding behind
wmk here," Rose said. "(I want to) better barriers all the time.
the student programming. People have said
"You need to get up and move around,"
thut we could never pull this off before Smith snid. "You should just be wide out
because of liability. l would like to break in the open. That' s part of the game,"
down thut harrier."
Registration wi ll be from I to 4 p.m.
Even so, Rose s<tid it took some time to every Monday, Wednesday and Friday
get the paint -ball program Uuough the red before the tournament outside the Curris
tape.
un.
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Sale

Ends

April 5th

Tournament o
OFFICE DEPOT ENVIROCOPY"'
RECYCLED COPY PAPER
• 201b, 84 bright,
500 sheets per ream
• Contains 35% postconsumer
recycled fibers
8-W x 11', Ream 563-024
Coupon Savings good w1th purchase ol3 reams ol Office Depot EnviroCopy'"' Recycled Copy PaP.er
(563·024). Present thrs coupon at lime of purchase. llmrt one coupon per customer/item. Quant•lies
limited. 1/alld lor ln·stock items only. We reserve the right to limit quantities. Offer valid 3tl 4i03 - 4/~/03.
Coupon redeemable in store only.

$2499

$1¥.:;

Reg.

S29.99

S2.59

••••
•••
•••
..
'••

GE900MHz
CORDLESS PHONE

~

• Call Waiting/
- ~Caller lo•t
• Headset compatible
Model 2-6938GE1 424-336

L-

OFFICE DEPOT 1" VIEW BINDER
White 435-156

1

3-SUBJECT WIRELESS NOTEBOOK 3-PK

~ 498-931/293-656

While supplies last.

'tCall Waiting/Caller 10 service requ1red from
your local telephone company.

MAXELL• CD-R SG-PK
• Triple-coated and scratch-resistant
• Archival life up to 100 years
in proper storage environment
650MB/74 minutes 247-720
Offer good with purchase of a Maxelt CD·R 50·PK
(247·720). Present this coupon at time of purchase.
Limit one coupon per customer/item. Quantities
limited . Valid for ln·stock Items only. We reserve
the right to lim1t quantities. Offer expires 4/5/03.
Coupon redeemable In store only.

Murray
662 North 12th St.
(270) 762-0108
Open Da1iy; 9:00a.m.- 9:00p.m.
Saturday: 9:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Sunday: Noon - 6:00 p.m.

Just Call To Locate the Office Depot Nearest You! 1-888-GO-DEPOT (1-888-463-3768) or www.officedepot.com.
Prices and offers good 3/28/03 th rough 4/5/03 (unless otherwise noted). Some products and offers may be available in store only. Quantities limited to in-stock items only.
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Groups show creativity in Step
by Jessica Higdon

(Left) Alpha Sigma Phi members, winners of the fraternity division at Alpha Step Off 2003, line up during their March 14 performance in Lovett Auditorium. The Step Off was sponsored by
Alpha Phi Alpha ' fraternity. (Below Top) Members of Sigma
Sigma Sigma, which won the sorority division, strike a pose at
the end of their performanre. The Step Off was divided into
three divisions: fraternity, sorority and independent. (Below
Bottom) Sigma Si~ma Sigma members shuffle durin~ their performance. The group held tryouts befon• Winter Break and
practiced t\\ice a week to prepare for the competition. Last year
Sigma Sigma Sigma placed .second in the Step Off.

staff writer
Members of sororities, fraternities and other groups came
together to strut their stuff during
Alpha Step Off 2003.
The event, hosted by Alpha Phi
Alpha, packed Lovett Auditorium
on March 14.
With much hard work and plenty of tough competition. Sigma
Sigma Sigma, Alpha Sigma Phi
and Sigma Alpha Iota caml! away
with first-place trophies.
Megan LaFollette. sophomore
from Louisville and Sigma Sigma
Sigma member, said she was nervous about the Step Off but confident the team put enough preparation into its routine.
"We held tryouts even before
Christmas break," LaFollette
said. "We had practices about
twice a week, and then the closer
the competition got, the more we
started practicing. I think our
team was really confident in our
routine. We had worked so hard.
and everyone put their best into
the show.··
As with most other teams,
Sigma Sigma Sigma brought new
ideas and creative styles to the
stage.
LaFollette said team members
learned what it takes to win from
last year's show.
"Last year we came in second
place, and it was disappointing,"
LaFollette said. "We put so much
effort into that routine, and when
we didn't win, it was tough. This
year we worked even harder, and
when they announced we had
won, it was the best feeling ever."
Lauren Jones. captain of the
Sigma Sigma Sigma team,
agreed.
"We were just really blown
away,'' Jones said. "We had
worked really hard on our routine, but everyone else bad such
great creative ideas. So when we
won, we were so excited and just
happy that all our hard work had
paid off."
LaFollette said while all the
teams worked hard on their routines, the coaches also helped
make the show a success.
"You have to give a lot of credit to the teams for their hard

work, but you also have to give lition,.then people will keep comcredit to the great coaches we all ing out to support the show."
had," LaFollette said. "Our
While an exact figure is
coaches put just as much work unknown, Hammonds said this
into our routine as we did, and year's show was definitely bigger
sometimes they don ' t get the than last year's.
recognition they should. I think
"We had lwer 1,500 people
the Step Off for them is really a come out to this year's show,"
labor of love."
Hammonds :,aid. ''That is really
MarTeze Hammonds, junior the reason we try to put the show
from Murray and member of on. We want to bring everyone
Alpha Phi Alpha, said he enjoys together as one student body.
the coaching aspect of the show This event is probably one of the
almost as much ns the show itself. most diverse events on campus.
"I really think coaching is the and that is important to u::.. We
best part." Hammonds said . "It's consider ourselves leaders. We
fun because everyone is creative want to bridge the gap of diversiin their own way, and then when ty. and this i:-. one way we try to
we get together for the show, you do that."
get to sec that creativity."
LaFollette said the event is a
Hammonds said he and the great npportunity for everyone to
brothers of Alpha Phi Alpha were come together and have a good
pleased with the tumouc
time.
"I think the show was an over''When you look out on the
all SUl:cess." Hammonds said. crowd and the whole place is
"Each year it seems tn get bigger packed, that really says a lot
and bigger, and we are all expect- ubout what you're there for,''
ing next year to be the same. LaFollette said. "There are
More teams arc getting involved, Greeks and non-Greeks particiand the competition is (ge tting) pating and Greeks and non hot and heated. I think as long as Greeks that come to watch the
people keep enjoying the compe- show. This gives everyone an

opportunity ... to come together
and have fun for a good cause."
LaFollette said
she was
impressed with this year's team~;
and that winning continues to get
more difficult.
''There is so rmrch enthusiasm
among the teams, and · the routines get better and better."
LaFollette said. "Everyone just
does such impressive work. It':.
amazing. I c;m't wait until next
year's show. We are already
thinking about ne:>.t year's routine. It's going to be so much
fun."
Hammonds said the great competition fuels Alpha Phi Alpha
members to work even harder on
their routines.
"The routines at the step show
keep getting more and more creative. and when that happens, the
Alpha brothers have LO step up
and make our own routines even
more creative." Hammonds said .
"We have' to keep getting new
ideas for our own shows."
Videos of this year's performances will be available in the
Curris Center or by contacting an
Alpha Phi Alpha member.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE IN THE SENATE
PRESIDENT
VICE PRESIDENT

SECRETARY
TREASURER

{3) THREE SENATORS FROM:
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS & PUBLIC AFFAIRS
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES & HUMAN SERVICES
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND FINE ARTS
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES, ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY

{2) TWO SENATORS FROM:
SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE

{8) SENATORS AT LARGE
Above positions to be voted on by MSU student's currently enrolled. Election will be held Tuesday, April 15 at 9
a.m. till Wednesday, April 16 at 9 a.m. Voting will be on-line and you must have a PIN number to vote. The
voting may be suspended from approximately 5-9 p.m . due to the main frame being down.
Applications can be picked up at the SGA office. The form must be returned to the SGA office by **NOON ON
TUESDAY. APRIL 1.* * Candidates or a non-candidate representative MUST attend a candidates ' meeting,
TUESDAY. APRIL. 1 AT 4 P.M. IN THE CURRIS CENTER THEATER. 3RD LEVEL OF THE CURRIS CENTER. Failure
to do so will result in that candidate ' s withdrawal from the election. candidates may contact the SGA
office with questions.

c

sports editor: Chris jung
assistant sports editor: Amanda Lee
phone: 762·4468
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Time right
for Anderson
to move on
Waiting in the tunnel of Nashville's Gaylord Entertainment Center for the Murray State basketball postgame press conference, forn1er MSU Head Coach
Tevester Anderson sat alone on a hallway bench.
Chin resting upon his hands, Anderson contemplat·
ed the Racers • loss to Austin Peay in the Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament semifinal game - what went
wrong and what words he would
impart to the curious media.
Taking his place at the microphone, Anderson conducted his
address with both class and professionalism, a manner that area
media members have come to
expect from the coach.
following a rapid ftte of questions from local journalists, silence
fi lied the room as Anderson
patiently waited for final questions.
After sharing his closing thoughts,
Anderson gave the room a last look
and ended with what has become
his traditional press-conference
bookend: "Hey, thanks guys. Go
Racers."
Chris
As Anderson exited the media
Jung
room, the still-disappointed MSU
reporters were oblivious to the fact
''I believe they had just witnessed their final
Anderson press conferthat it is the Tevester
ence.
responsibili- With five years, 103 victories and
ty of our ath- two NCAA Tournament berths
under his belt, Anderson officially
letic direc- announced his retirement Sunday,
tor, Univer- ending several weeks of speculation and questions surrounding the
sity presi- future of the man known as "T."
dent and ath- Now. however. students, reporters,
message-board contributors and
letic profans can be at ease. Their scapegoat
gram to not is gone.
At the helmof a season ftlled with
only declare expectations, ambition and aspiT'aa full-force tions of NCAA Tournament glory,
Anderson was presented with a
natio nal
prodigious responsibility.
search, but
However. as the Racers traveled
the
ups, downs and spirals of this
to truthfu ll y
roller-coaster season, it became
and thorapparent that the pressure to win
the community. fans and
from
oughly carry
administration was taking its toll o n
one o ut."
the 66-year-old. Despite maintaining a positive demeanor and upbeat
attitude at press conference after
press conference, Anderson was well aware of the
rumblings throughout the city.
Maintaining a rich. winning tradition over the years,
Murray has established itself as a basketball town, centered mainly around the Racers' seven NCAA Tournament appearances in the ' 90s alone. As a result, winning is not just an expectation here, it's a requirement.
Despite not carrying the name weight of a Duke,
Kentucky or UCLA, Murray State still has held its own
among the nation's elite when it comes to NCAA basketball. The University relies heavily on the program,
and over the years MSU has earned a large amount of
its reputation from the success of the Racer basketball
team.
That said, Anderson is not and has not been the man
to lead that charge, that daunting task. Nothing should
be taken away from Anderson's accomplishments and
ability to effectively recruit. For now, however, I
believe that it is the responsibility of our athletic director, University president and athletic program to not
only declare a full-force national search. but to truthfully and thoroughly carry one out.
While recruiting and reputation look and sound nice
on a resume, a head coach at such a prestigious program also is held accountable for relations with the
fans and community, active roles within the University and tasks assigned by the administration.
Because of a flurry of responses regarding the open
position. there should ultimately be no excuse for a
sub-par. second-rate coach waltzing in and getting a
stab at the "top dog" spot.
For MSU to resurface as a basketball threat, regain
its momentum as "the" OVC contender a nd return to
the prominence acquired and developed during the
past 15 years, the process begins here and now with the
hiring of Murray State's next men's basketball coach.
As for Coach T. while your last few years as head
coach were sometimes second-guessed and scrutinized
by some, your efforts and accomplishments have been
appreciated and cannot be taken away. regardless of
the community ' s perception.
So, on behalf of the true ba~ketball fans on campus:
"Hey, thanks coach. Go Racers."

Sports Talk

•

ump1

II

Murray State names former Clemson
assistant
.
Joi Williams women's basketball head coach
b y Am a n da Lee
assistant sports edito r
On March 19, the Unive~ity
announced the hiring of Joi Williams
as lhe seventh head coach for the
women':. basketball team (8-20).
Williams will fill the position following Eddie Fields' March 6 resignation.
Will iams has worked as an assistant
coach for 13 seasons at other universities
In addition to one season at Clemson as assistant coach unci recmiting
coordinator, Williams also spent 12
seasons ns nn assistant coach at the
University of Florida, where she
helped recruit players who are now in
the WNBA . While at the University
of Florida, her team went to the
NCAA tournament nine times.
Williams said she knew University
President F. King Alexander before
he contacted her about the position.
" I felt immediately good bccaul!e I
knew who he was," Williams said.
"He told me about Murray State and
the situation there. and I saw that
there hadn't been a whole lot of success."
Murray State Athletics Director
E.W. Dennison said Williams, a
native of Jacksonville, Fla .. should be
an asset to the program and the community.
"We arc so fortunutc to have her,"
Dennison saill. "We knew of her ...
and she's the one we really wanted."
Williams said she sees commitment
in Alexander and Dennison to
improve the women ':; bnskethall pru·
gram, and that was important to her
decision to take the position.

Williams said she was not familiar
with Murray State before Alexander
contacted her.
"I didn't know a whole Jot about the
program or the area," Williams said.
"f didn't know anything about Murray
State except that it was in the (Ohio
Valley Conference).''

Chris· lung is sports editor for "The Murray State

OVC Baseball
Standings

New Women's Basketball Head Coach

Dennison said Williams seemed
well-prepared by the time she met
with the team, however. Williams was
familiar with each of the players'
names and positions.
"She' s super in preparation,'' Dennison said. "She's got a great back:·
ground. and she's a true professiona !...
Williams said her meeting with the
team went well and that she looks forward to getting to know the players.
"It was really an introductory-type
thing," Wi ll iams said. "The girls
seem receptive."
Dennison agreed.
..The team fell in love with her, and
the staff fell in love with her," Dennison said . "My perception of the group

Tennessee Tech
Tennessee-Martin
SEMO
Murray State
Austin Peay
Morehead State
Eastern Kentucky
Eastern Illinois

11-10

8-9
6-8
8-12

9-13
7-12
6-10
5-11

Southeast as one of the top recruiters
in college basketball," Dennison said.
"You can't put a price on that."
Williams was named a top young
recruiter by " Lindy's Basketball
Annual" and said she will try to
recruit players who will "help tum the
program around along with the
women that are already there."
Williams also said she favors an up·
tempo style of play requiring intense
conditioning and hard work.
"l think they'll have a lot of fun,
and the fans will have a lot of fun,"
Williams said. ''I'm excited about
working with them. I think there's
some defiAite talent."
Williams said she is currently trying to filllwo staff positions formerly

held by assistant coaches" Sabrina
Dial, who was with the Racers for two
seasons. and Brett Childers, who
spent one season with the team.
" I will retain (assistant coach) Rob
Cross," Williams said. "The other two
spots ... it's just too early.''
Cross has been an MSU assistant
coach for eight seasons under Eddie
Fields.
Williams said the challenge that
awaits her is promoting a "culture of
winning."
.. After you lose for awhile, people
kind of lose interest," William said.
"For some of the girls, losing has
been a way of life for them, and we've
got to tum that around."
Improving the women's basketball
program at Murray State will take
hard work, Williams said, but she is
optimistic about the team's potential.
"I've come from two successful
programs, and I want to win, but it's
n6t easy," Williams said. "I want to
bring an attitude of hard work."
Dennison said be looks forward to
seeing what Williams will do with the
team.
"She's certainly made a really great
impression on me," Dennison said. " J
wish her the best, and we're going to
support her fully."
A press conference and reception
will be held in April to introduce
Williams to the community. Williams
said she is prepared to take on her
new position and anxious to get
involved in the community. She said
she wants to make the people of Murray fans of women's basketball.
Said Will iams: "My hope is that I'll
bring some excitement. Change is
always good."

Rifle takes third at NCAA Championships
Hicks leads MSU with combined score of 1570,
places fourth overall in individual air-rifle competition
by Daniel Heath

season, and we really complement
each other," she said.
Hicks also said she applauded the
MSU's rifle team traveled to West shooters from Alaska-Fairbanks.
"They are great people, and they are
Point, N.Y., March 14- 15, and competed in the 2003 NCAA Champi- great shooters," Hicks said. "They
deserve what they shot."
onships.
Murray shooters went into this
Racer sharpshooters shot an aggregate score of 6158, good enough for a year's championship round after
third-place finish overall in the nation- upsetting No. 2-ranked West Virginia
6231 to 6 196 in the last match of the
al competition.
Murray's small-bore score of 4619 regular season. Murray State and West
and air-rifle score of 1539 won fourth Virginia are the only two teams tQ
and fifth place respectively in the qualify for the NCAA Championship
championship. The highest possible 24 years straight.
During the 2003 sectionals in Februscore for air rifle is 4800, and the highary at the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range,
est possible in small bore is 1600.
Junior All-American Morgan Hicks Murray's squad made a strong showwas the top shooter on the Racer team ing and earned second place of 14
during the national contest with an schools. The University of Kentucky
aggregate score of 1570. Freshman edged the Racers out of the top spot
Alex Culbertson shot a 1535: sopho- during that competition.
Nevertheless,
Alaska-Fairbanks
more All-American Robert Purdy shot
a 1533; sophomore Michael Gardner won this year's NCAA title with an
had a I 139 in small bore; and junior aggregate score of 6287. The Racerg
faced UAF earlier in the season and
Beth House shot a 381 in air rifle.
Hicks also competed in the individ- fell to the defending champions 6324
ual competition: she shot a 392 of 400 to 6 19 1.
Head Coach Diana Stone said she
in air rifle, good for fourth place, and a
I 173 of I 200 in small bore. Shooters knew her team was young and just
from Alaska-Fairbanks took first in wanted them to qualify for the tournaboth small bore and air rifle in the indi- ment.
"This team exceeded expectations,"
vidual contest.
Other teams competing in the tour- Stone said.
nament this year were Jacksonville
However, Stone said she anticipates
State, Kentucky. Nevada, Xavier, Ten- a possible title run for the Racers ne"t
nessee Tech. West Virginia, Air Force year.
"We don't have any .seniors, so next
and Navy.
Hicks said she commended her year our whole team will be back.
Alaska-Fairbanks will be losing half of
team's efforts this season.
"We have really been dedicated this their first team."
contributing writer

M urray State j unior shooter Morgan Hicks led MSU to a thirdplace overall finish in the 2003 NCAA Championships.

OVC Baseball
Schedule
Overall

was that they were very excited.••
Williams will bring helpful recruit·
ing eJtperience with her to the team.
Dennison said she has contacts
throughout the Southeast that will
benefit the program's recruiting
efforts.
"She is known throughout the

"I've come from two successful programs,
and I want to win, but it's 'not easy. I want to
bring an attitude of hard work. After you lose
for awhile, people kind of lose interest. For
some of the girls, losing has been a way of
life for them, and we've got to tum that
around."
Joi Williams

MSU Sports lnformat1orl/Gucst
New~ . "
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March 28
Missouri V.1lley@ SEMO, 4 p.m.
Eastern Kentucky@ UNC Grcen~boro, 6 p.m.
March 29
IPFW@ F.a!>lt>rn Illinois (dh), noon

Eastern Kentucky@ UNC Greensboro, noon
Lipscomb @Austin Peay, 2 p.m.

Intramural Volleyball Standings
Residential College
Men
2-0

White
rranklin

Intramural Volleyball Standings
Greek League
Fraternity
Lambda Chi Alpha

ssn

Hester

1-1
1-1

Richmond

1·1

Alpha Sigma Phi
Sigma Chi

4-0
2-0
2-0
2-1

Alpha Omicron Pi
Alpha Sigma Alpha
Sigma Sigma Sigma
Alpha Gamma Delta

Women
llestl'r
Rkhmond

llart
Clark

3-0
2-0
1-1
1·I

Sorority

2-0
2-0
1-1
1-1
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McCutchen receives
OVC wMkly honors

The MSU rifle team recently headed into the NCAA
qualifiers after two weeks off. This one match determines which eight teams, in both guns, go to the NCAAs
in March; this year they were hosted by Army in West
Point, N.Y.
MSU i!1'one of only nvo teams that can say it· has been
at every National Championship since the beginning in
1978. Wt? didn't plan for this year to be any different. We
shot very well, enough to cam us an NCAA slot in both
guns. You have to qualify in both guns to be able to com·
pete for the National Championship; ironically Ten·
nessce Tech did not qualify in both guns, just one. Thi.c:
made losing the OVC Championship (for the first time
since our inception in 1994) to Tech'a little easier to swallow.
The MSU rifle team went into the NCAAs seeded fifth,
and I'm proud to say our team members walked away
with tht) third-place trophy. All you can hope for at the
NCAAs is to shoot your average. That's exactly what we
did, and it was good enough to take third place. MSU
has always been in the top eight in the NCAAs, but we
haven't had a third-place finish since 1992. It felt very
good to place so high this year.
In addition to our third-place finish, MSU took a second-place award from the Collegiate Rifle CoacheS
Association. Each year the CRCA awards the three teams
with the highest GPA; MSU had a team GPA of 3.6. My
student-athletes work very hard on the range and in the
classroom, and I believe this award more than proves
that fact.
.
Our season is finished, and team members are looking
forward to a long-deserved break. They had a fantastic
year, and I am pleased to say that I had one, too. l expt.'Ct
much from my student-athletes, and they always deliver; this has been the best team with which I have ever
had the privilege to work. They show the kind of dedi·
cation and hard work every coach hopes to receive from
one or two of their athletes. I am fortunate enough to get
this level of performance from every single one. I am so
proud of them and the work they do!
As always, thank you for your continued support.

Senior Brett McCutchen,
first baseman for the Thoroughbreds, was named Ohio
Valley Conference Player of
the Week for the week of
March 16. Teammate Craig
Ringwald received OVC
pitching honors the previous
week.
During the week of the
award, McCutchen was 11·
of-21 from the plate lor a bat·
ting percentage of .524. He
went 5-for-5 in a game
against Memphis on March
11, hitting two home runs
and earning seven RBis.
McCutchen currently falls
just three doubles short of
the school record for career
doubles, which is 42.
The 'Breds will next play
against Indiana Southeast at
2 p.m. April 1 at the Johnny
Reagan Field.

OVC Action
BasebaH Scores
MMdll9
Eastern Kentucky 5
Fairtel&h Dickinson 0
Eastern~5

Northeastern 1
Southern IIUnols 3
Murray State 0
Middle Tennessee 7
Tennessee Tech 6
MMch22
Blnnln&ham-Southern 5
Austin Peay 1

Jenny Hahn/The News

Junior infielder Dan McAieavey beads for first base during Murray State's victory
against Wright State on March 9 at Johnny Reagan .Field. The •Breds are currently 812 for the season and will begin OVC play April 5 against Eastern Kentucky.

finished fifth of 16 teams at
the
Eastern
Kentucky
Spring
Invitational
on
Freshman Lee-Anne Pace March 21-22.
led MSU once again as the
Freshman Kyle Shirley
, Racers competed in the Hat- earned an 11 th·place finish
ter Spring rling in DeLand, of 95 golfers in the touma·
Fla., on Monday and Tues- . ment. His two-day score
day. Pace finished seventh of was 215. Senior Brandon
77 golfers at the event with a Henson shot 218 to place
two-day score of 156.
18th.
MSU finished fifth in the
Host Eastern Kentucky
tournament, which was host· placed second in the tournaed by Stetson University. ment, while OVC opponent
The team score was 648 after Austin Peay took first place
two days, just three strokes with a team score of 832.
behind runner-up Maryland.
The men will continue
Florida Atlantic won the their spring schedule today
tournament.
and Saturday in Lexington.
Junior Nikki Oraz.ine also
placed in the top 10, finish·
Track and field teams
ing in a tie for lOth place
after shooting a two·day Open Spring season
The men's and women's
score of 159.
track
and field teams began
TI1c women's golf team
the
2003
spring season Sunwill next compete in the SJU
day
at
the
Alabama Relays.
Saluki Invitational beginning
Several
Murray
State ath·
Sunday.
letes finished in the top 10
in their events, including
junior thrower Brian Kni£·
pen. .Kni~ piKed fourth
Two Racers finished in the in shot put, throwing for 50
top 20 as the men's golf team feet, 5 inches. Sophomore

Books & Coffee
•Cappuccino• Latte• Mocha•

111110is9
Eastern KentuckJ 3
Vll'lfnla Tech 19
Morehead State 7

Women's golf team
places fifth in Florida

ast~ettocl!

Eastern Illinois 7, 9
Saint Xavier 6, 15

Tim Bradley finished seventh in the 10,000-meter run
with a time of 32 minutes,
47.66 seconds.
Sophomores Jamie Num·
berger and Shanah Zigler
placed in the top 10 in the
MSU women's competition.
Thrower Nurnberger fin·
ished seventh of 21 throwers in the discus with a distance of 140-8. Zigler placed
eighth in the pole vault. She
reached a height of 10 1/2.
The track and field teams
will travel to Memphis on
Saturday to compete in the
Big Cat Classic.

Football team begins
spring practice period
The Racer foqtball team
began spring practice Sunday and will continue
through April 18. NCAA
football teams are allowed
15 spring practices.
Murray State is cQming
off a successful 2002 season
and OVC Championship
win; it finished the season
with a 7-5 record.
The 2003 season will open

7 a.m. • 7 ·p.m.
Mon. • Thu.

7 a.m. · 9 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.

WE HAVE MOVED!

Come visit us at
our new location in the Dixieland Shopping Center.
Castlerock Books and Coffee is now located in the Dixieland Shopping Center, across from Copy Plus.
We are now within walking distance of Murray State University's Campus, which we are very excited
about. We have created a relaxed, comfortable atmosphere that we are sure everyone will enjoy.
Stop in for a cappucino, latte, mocha, Racer Fuel, or just a regular cup of brewed coffee. If
you're not a coffee drinker we also have hot tea, Chai, hot cocoa and bottled water.
HOT? NEED A REFRESHING COLD DRINK TO COOL YOU OFF? Try an iced coffee or fruit
drink. We can make just about anything. Just ask! Our iced coffee flavors are Mocha, Heath Mocha,
White Chocolate Lattee and Vanilla. Not in the mood for coffee? We also have frozen lemonade, straw·
J
berry/rasberry lemonade and fruit tea smoothies.
NEED A SNACK TO GO ALONG WITH THAT ULTIMATE MOCHA?
We have fresh bagels, donuts, muffins, cookies, candy bars, plain and triple chocolate dipped
biscotti ....... YUM!

BOOKS, BOOKS, AND MORE BOOKS.·••
What goes better with a cup of coffee than a good book? We have approx. 3,000' books, some new, some
antique and some that we like to call "second chance books". We have a large variety consisting of fie·
tion, non-fiction, children's books, college text books, hardbacks, paperbacks and hard to find books. We
are sure you will find something you like.
YOU WANT IT AND WE DO~'T HAVE IT? WE DO SPECIAL ORD~RS! Our book supplier has over 1.5
million titles and we place orders on a daily basis. If the book you want is in stock, we will have it to you
.in 3 • 5 days, AND YOU PAY NO SHIPPING AND HANDLING, JUST THE COST OF THE BOOK!

Sept. 6 in Lexington as the
Racers face the University
of Kentucky for the first
time ever. The Racers will
host five home games in
2003.

MSU continues search
for baseball coach
A Murray State search

committee has entered the
second phase in its search
for a head baseball coach.
The position became avail·
able after Head Coach Mike
Thieke announced
his
retirement last fall.
The application deadline
has passed, and more than
100
applications
were
received. The field will be
narrowed before interviewing begins. The position will
not be filled until after the
current season, and the cho·
sen candidate will be officially hirl'd July 1.

Sports britfly is compiled by
assi~tant sports editor Amanda

South Alabama 13
Murray State 0

Tennessee-Martin 4, 11
Chicago State 3, 5
Tennessee Tech 10, 15
Upscomb2, 2
March23
Blrminlham Southern 16
Austin Peay 3

Vil'llnla Tech 18
Morehead State 5
South Alabama 5
Mumy State4

Tenneaee Martin 10
Chicago State 4

TennesseeTech7
UpscombO
March25
Mississippi 4
Murray State 1

St. Louls9
Eastwlllllnols 8

Lee.

• 767-0030
• We Roast
our coffee
daily!
• Hot? Need
an ice cold
drink? We've
got it!
• Buy 10
coffees, get one
free. Get your
card today!
• 10% discount!
Books & coffee!
Ask for details!
• Need a place
to meet? Meet
at Castlerock!
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Thoroughbreds fal14-1 to No. 29 Mississippi
MSU plays hard against Southeastern Conference opponent;
combine for shutout during final four innings
men's BasebaU threebypitchers
sophomore, just left a slider up in the threat of the game. Adam Yates
Nick Batts
zone, and (Pettway) did a good job hit- climbed the mound for the Rebels and
staff writer
Spring Break Results
ting it out."
promptly walked his first two hitters,

murray State

Racers
march 14
march 15
march 15
march 16
march 1g
march 21
march 22
march 23

w 3-1

ftkron
flkron
Hkron
Hkron
SIU
s. Hlabama
S. fllabama
s. Hlabama

W 8-S[dh
w 5-4[dh
l 7-4
l 3-0
l 9-6
l 13-0
l
5-4

The Murray State Thoroughbreds
Thieke said he knew the Rebels
traveled south Tuesday to take on the would be tough competition.
29th-ranked University of Mississippi.
"I think that, going in. their team
Allhough the Racers held the Rebels ERA was 2.30, so we knew that their
scoreless for the final six innings. they weekday pitching was going to be ·
were unable to take the offensive ·tough," Thieke said. "They really
ad vantage and fell 4-1.
pitched out of some tough jams; we had
Mississippi ( 16-7) scored first when the bases loaded twice and just couldStephen Head. after singling and n't get that big hit."
advancing to second on a walk from
Kraus left the mound after four
MSU starter sophomore Crnig Kraus, innings, arid three 'B reds pitchers finreached home on a two-out hit from ished the game. Junior right-hander
Charlie Waite.
Kyle Perry pitched a hitless fifth and
Head led off the third for Mississip- sixth, walking none and striking out
pi, singled again and moved to second two. Senior southpaw Gordan Dugan
on an infield single by Seth Smith. came on in the seventh and allowed one
Brian Pettway drove home the rest of hit but struck out the side. Junior righty
the Rebels' runs, taking n 2-2 pitch Greg Gray pitched a perfect inning in
from Kraus over the left-field wall for the eighth.
a 4-0 lead.
The Rebels countered with a strong
Head Coach Mike Thieke said the performance on the mound from Nick
·Breds performed well against tough Bradshaw. Bradshaw pitched five
competition.
innings for the Rebels, allowed no runs
"We really battled tough. and we on three hits, struck out eight and
were two pitches from shutting them walked none.
out," Thieke said. "Kraus. who has
Once Bradshaw was lifted, the
pitched extremely well for us as only a • Breds mounted their first scoring

senior center fielder Gamer Byars and
senior second baseman l{onnic Sects.
Senior first baseman Brett McCutchan
then .ripped ...a single to the right, kept in
the 1nfield by second baseman Matt
Tolbert. Yates struck out the next two
'Breds. but MSU finally got on the
board when senior cntcher Charlie
Ward drew a bases-loaded walk to
score Byars.
The 'Brcds totalled six hits for the
game; McCutchan, junior designated
hitter Matt Rebout and sophomore left
fielder Geoff Kirksey each had two sin
gles in four at-bats.
The loss dropped the · Brcds' record
to 8-12. 1t was their sixlh-consccutive
Joss.
MSU will host Indiana-Southeast on
Tuesday
Thit·ke said I he time off will give the
team u much-needed energy boost.
"We've played a lot of games on tile
road lately and were a little leg-weary,"
Thieke said. "Hopefully 1his Lime off
wi ll give us u chance 10 rcchargt• our
batteries:'
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LEAD
OUR

TEAM.
You ha..., tho deslro &l1d the
drive ro make It to tho top.
In the ~Mucky Ar'"'f
Nauonal Guard, you loam
skill& that are critical to
r...dln& • team ...,..,..,.,
difficult sl<uatlon$. Mou
Guard member:~ s•rv• on•
wa•kand a month and cwo
w-k• a ,..,. laavln& you
with plenty or dm• for
school, friends •nd family.
Join our t~n1 and leArn to
lalJid , In the ~mucky Army
Nauonal Gu.ard, YOU CAN!

K E NT UCKY
~-

~-mJ
1·8C)O..GO-GUARO

-t..aQG.GO.C::UAJlD-=rn

Take a One Hour Vacation from
the Winter Blah's

••

•
•

Treat yourself or a loved one to t1 break from the winter blah's. We offer
one hour !lnd 30 minute massege sessions. We also offer Herbal Body
Wraps and Oift CertiOcates are elweys aveilable. Please call Sheila, Leso,
Carla or Holly for your appointment.

£3e~'t ~.u~n

52. n~ain. street
downtown. cadiz. ~Y- 42211
270.522.B&Ba-

Friday Nites: 8p.m.-la.m.

767-0045
.
Where 'EVeryjone 'lJeserves a
One Hour 'Vacation.»

1

Interested or in to T ECHNO music BUT
no w here to go: t h e r e ' s a c lub for you!

'

Past Lowe's on 121 North at Countr Square • Murra

•KLUB 52•

Don 't let the name " cad iz. k y" fool you
K L UB 52 has the SIZE , Sound , and
A tmospher e of a BIG c ity c lub!!!!!
So .... if y ou'r e i n to rav es, techno music,
d.j.in g, free-styl ing, beat boxing, breaking ,
or JUSt w anna com e out and dance:
K L U B 52 i s Y O UR place !!!!
Got any talents in these a r e as??
Please contact K e ndal Birdsong
o w ner out of n ashville. tn
at 270.522.8688 & le ave message

*

*

1\.LUB 52

*

*

Rent 2 M ovies, Get 1 FREE
with M SU ID.
Located inside
Wai-Mart.
C:Z003 Blockbuster Inc:

'
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Reactions: ·

Coach:

Turner:

Some support troops, not war

New coach must uphold
rich basketball
tradition
..

Judge sees no regret;
defendant receives
maximum sentence

From Page 1
"I am not a supporter of
war; howevt:r, my thoughts
and pmyers are with our
trCXlps that a quick end to the
fighting will happen," Nor-

thington said.
Shamira Gongora, senior
from Belize. agreed.
"I don't think Bush should
have been able to make that

big of a decision amid so
much protest from the American people," Gongora said.
"Think of all the lives that
will be lost."

From Page 1

From Page 1
announcement, rumors c irculated about several possible
successors for Anderson 's
post. Some of those names
include Middle Tennessee
State assistant coach Donnie
Tyndall, Memphis assistant
coach Steve Roccaforte and
Louisville recruiting coordinator Mick Cronin. However,
Dennison said all rumors are
simply that.
"At this point. any possible
replacements are o nly speculation,"
Dennison
said.
''(Alexander) has been out of
the country, and we haven't
even had our firs t search
meeting yet."
Once Dennison, Alexander

John Robison/The News

Members of the community support troops by banging a banner from the bridge.

Looking for a New or
Different Job? Look no
further than Patti's 1880's
Settlement in Grand
Rivers, KV!
• End of Year Bonuses
• Flexible Schedule
• Excellent Employer Referals
Hiring For Summer Season of 2003
Startlna March 24th
Applications can be piCked

and others begin the search,
De nni son said three main
points will be ta ke n into
account.
.. A head coach has to be a
great recruiter, a good administrator a nd a good floor
coach," Dennison said. "Basketball is very im portant to
our community. Murray has a
rich tradition in basketball, an
exce lle nt faci lity and g reat
fans. We've had success in
recent years with finding upand-coming coaches. We
hope to have that same success in this situatio n."
Anderson was unavailable
for additional comment at
press time.

seen in 20 years of practicing law," he said. " I
have a fee ling we'll be
trying this (case) a third
time," Glover said.
Foust said he did not
see signs of regret from
Turner during the trial.
" I have no doubt that
fear probably played a
part in Ms. Turner's
actions," Foust said.
"But I look for signs of
remorse. I've seen
none."
Rev. W.G. Harvey of
Paducah',; New Greater
Love Bapt ist Church.
who testified on Tum-

er's behalf prior to sentencing, said he agreed
with Foust's statement
but still believes Turner
deserved mercy.
" I did n' t see the
remorse that I thought I
would see." Harvey
said. •·But she is still a
young woman who got
scared and made a mistake, so I asked for
mercy."
Glover, however, saw
the situation differently.
Said G lover: "It is
unfair to base a j udgment on whether or not
someone cries enough.''

The Wild RaspberJ]'s
3rd ll~niuersaty Sale in Scrapbookif!9!
Saturday March 29
IOa.m.-4p.m.
Come check out all our unadvertised specials!
Demonstrations & Make it and Toke it!
416 Main St •
753-0859

Hoatna Area

or E-mail at
For More

Brakes

Ci 'na
&"ffet

DriveabUHy
6: Electrical

Dlapostics

All You Can Eat Buffet

100.4» Discount for MSU Students
and
with m.

Fresh Buffel. Fresh Dessert, Salad & Ice Cream

Open Daily
•Mon.- Thurs.: 10:30 a.m.- 10 p .m .
•Fri. &: Sa t.: 10 :30 a .m. - 10:30 p .m.
•Sun.: 10 :30 a .m. - 9 :30 p .m .

Rest assured we'll take excellent care of your
automotive maintenance. Our service technicians hanOle
every task with the utmost care and precision.

600 N. 12th St. (Next d oor to Taco John's)

Central Shopping Center • Murray
(270) 753-8916

Yhtn~«oplter

·-----·
: 10°/o Off

:

I
I

I
I

with MSU

Student ID

lJaiJf~~

3785 Highway 641 S.
Paris, TN 38242
(731) 642-0291

•Corner of Coldwater Rd. & Hwy 121 •

Deadline for reserving ad space
is every Monday at 5 p.m.
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"Home of the Special Bean Roll"

11..\HD COLA

unique Mexican Food · Dell sandwiches
cajun specials • salads · soups • BBQ
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Open Mon. - Sat.
11 a.m. - 12 a.m.

corner of 10th & Arcadia· 759-8866
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